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 Chess and Courtly Culture in
 Medieval Castile: The Libro de ajedrez

 of Alfonso X, el Sabio

 By Olivia Remie Constable

 Playing chess, like riding and hunting, and appreciating music and literature, was
 an expression of courtly culture in both medieval Europe and the Islamic world.
 A nobleman or noblewoman, and especially a member of a royal family, was
 expected to be skilled in all of those endeavors, and they became standard elements
 in a courtly education.' One of the most complex expressions of this combination
 of courtly arts, drawing from both Muslim and Christian traditions, is found in
 thirteenth-century Castile, at the multicultural court of Alfonso X (ruled 1252
 84), in a lavishly illustrated manuscript, the Libros de ajedrez, dados y tablas
 (Books of Chess, Dice, and Board Games).2 This is a luxury book, produced at
 evident expense for a king renowned for his appreciation of art, science, literature,
 music, and chess. Perhaps more than any other Alfonsine text, the Libro de ajedrez
 seems fashioned for the personal pleasure of its royal patron, whose passion for
 chess influenced its content and design, and for a courtly circle of companions. In
 order to be fully appreciated, the manuscript required a cultured and aristocratic
 audience with the opportunity of leisure, an understanding of chess, and a famil
 iarity with the pleasures, personnel, and pursuits of life at Alfonso's court.
 This article will analyze the interplay of chess, text, and image within the Libro

 de ajedrez, with attention to precedents in contemporary courtly culture. It will
 argue that the images in the Libro de ajedrez present both a catalogue of the
 personnel of thirteenth-century Castilian court life (real and imagined) and a series
 of allusions to high-medieval courtly tastes in sport, literature, music, romance,
 and humor. At the same time, it will also propose that the conjunction of text,
 chess, and illustrations in the manuscript provides a unique commentary on gen

 The author wishes to thank the Institute for Scholarship in the Liberal Arts, University of Notre
 Dame, for its generous support of this project.

 1 Malcolm Vale, The Princely Court: Medieval Courts and Culture in North-West Europe, 1270
 1380 (Oxford, 2001), pp. 170-200; Rita Costa Gomes, The Making of a Court Society: Kings and

 Nobles in Late Medieval Portugal, trans. Alison Aiken (Cambridge, Eng, 2003), p. 194; Richard Eales,
 "The Game of Chess: An Aspect of Medieval Knightly Culture," in The Ideals and Practice of Medieval
 Knighthood, ed. Christopher Harper-Bill and Ruth Harvey (Woodbridge, Eng, 1986), pp. 12-34;
 H. J. R. Murray, A History of Chess (Oxford, 1913), pp. 432-36.

 2 The entire work has been reproduced in facsimile, with accompanying edited text and studies:
 Libros del ajedrez, dados, y tablas, 2 vols. (Madrid, 1987). Unless noted, this is the version cited, with
 the title standardized as Libro de ajedrez (in contrast to the thirteenth-century spelling, acedrex). There
 is also an earlier edition by Arnald Steiger, Libros de acedrex, dados e tablas: Das Schachzabelbuch
 K?nig Alfons des Weisen (Geneva, 1941). See also the study by Pilar Garc?a Morencos, Libro de
 ajedrez, dados y tablas de Alfonso X el Sabio (Madrid, 1987).
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 302 Chess in Castile
 der, religious, and social relations at Alfonso's court, which generates new insights
 into the multicultural character of this aristocratic setting.

 The Libros de ajedrez, dados y tablas exists in a single copy, held in the library
 of the Escorial (Codex T.I.6), and it bears a colophon recording that the manu
 script "was begun and finished in the city of Seville, by order of the very noble
 King don Alfonso ... in the era 1321."3 This date of completion, given according
 to the Spanish era, corresponds to A.D. 1283, a year before the king's death, in
 Seville, in April 1284. Although the Castilian court had no fixed location in this
 period, Alfonso particularly favored Seville, the former Almohad capital that had
 been conquered by his father, Ferdinand III, in 1248, and he spent considerable
 time in the city. The first folio of the manuscript contains an image of Alfonso
 commissioning the work, and 150 illuminations follow in the ninety-seven folios
 of its text.

 In the first and longest section of the manuscript, which is devoted to a discus
 sion of chess, these colorful illustrations depict a broad spectrum of different peo
 ple at play: Muslims, Christians, and Jews; men and women; adults and children;
 slaves and free people; nobles and clerics; musicians, falconers, and courtesans;
 whites, Asians, and blacks (for example, game 25, fol. 22r; see Fig. 1). Although
 the intriguing and sometimes amusing details of these images often suggest a nar
 rative intent, in the manner of the illustrations to Alfonso's famous collection of
 songs, the Cantigas de Santa Maria, these pictures have no descriptive captions
 or explanations in the text.4 Instead, after a very brief discursive introduction on
 chess and other games, the written text provides only formulaic descriptions for
 the 103 chess problems, each of which is presented as an end game only. After
 telling the reader how many pieces are in play in each problem and which side,

 white (blanco) or black (prieto), will move first and win-thus, for instance:
 "White will move first and achieve mate in eleven moves" -the text then describes
 each move until the king is captured. This terse format is characteristic of medieval

 Muslim chess treatises, in which the set end-game positions are known in Arabic
 as mansugibat, and most of the problems presented in Alfonso's collection have
 precedents in earlier Arabic manuals of chess.

 The critical link between text and image is in the figural depiction of the games
 themselves, and in that respect the Libro de ajedrez is highly innovative. Every
 picture of a chessboard and players precisely illustrates the problem described in
 the text; the gestures of the players sometimes indicate particular moves; and the
 shape of each piece on the board is recognizable. For example, the knight (cavallo)
 is depicted as a horse5 Each image thus represents an actual, playable chess prob

 3 "Este libro fue comen?ado e acabado en la cibdat de Sevilla, por mandado del muy noble Rey don
 Alfonso. ... En la era de mil e trezientos e veint e un a?o" (fol. 97r; Libro de ajedrez, 2:387).

 4 Stylistically, there are striking similarities between the Cantigas de Santa Mar?a and the Libro de
 ajedrez. In some cases, images of people in the Cantigas can be helpful in identifying similar characters
 depicted in the Libro de ajedrez.

 5 Surviving chess sets from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries demonstrate that pieces in human
 and animal forms were common in Europe by this period. See examples in Jessie McNab Dennis and
 Charles K. Wilkinson, Chess: East and West, Past and Present (New York, 1968), p. xxxi, figs. 6 and
 7; Colleen Schafroth, The Art of Chess (New York, 2002), pp. 46-51; Antje Kluge-Pinsker, Schach
 und Trictrac: Zeugnisse mittelalterlicher Spielfreude in salischer Zeit, R?misch-Germanisches Zen
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 Fig. 1. Libro de ajedrez, game 25, El Escorial, Codex T.I.6, fol. 22r.
 (Figs. 1, 5-8, and 12-23 reproduced by permission of the Patrimonio Nacional, Madrid)

 lem, and the Libro de ajedrez is unique as the earliest chess manuscript to link
 word and image in this fashion. Other medieval Arabic chess treatises and early
 European works on chess include diagrams of the board for each of the problems
 with the names of pieces written in appropriate squares, but they never include
 figural representations of the end games that they describe. Likewise, although
 there are plenty of pictures of people playing chess in other roughly contemporary
 European manuscripts, even including some in chess treatises, these pictures por
 tray fictional chess. In many cases, these images of chess games illustrate stories
 (such as tales of Arthurian heroes, including Tristan and Lancelot, or romances
 about Alexander or Charlemagne), and they show two particular individuals at
 play, often at a crucial turning point in the narrative. The pictures thus emphasize
 the players, while the game is merely a plot device. The imagined games in these
 illustrations cannot actually be played, and the position of the pieces finds no
 reflection in the accompanying text. In some images, the chessboard does not even
 have the right number of squares (Fig. 2). In contrast, the pictures in the Libro de
 ajedrez capture a moment in an actual, playable game, and they invite interaction

 tralmuseum, Forschungsinstitut f?r Vor- und Fr?hgeschichte, Monographien, 30 (Sigmaringen, 1991);
 Michel Pastoureau, L'?chiquier de Charlemagne: Un jeu pour ne pas jouer (Paris, 1990); and Vale,
 The Princely Court, p. 173 and plate 10. Although all surviving medieval Muslim chess pieces are
 nonfigural, the illustration of chess pieces in the Arabic manuscript of Had?th Bay?d wa Riy?d (dis
 cussed below, p. 308) suggests the existence of figured pieces in Islamic chess. Possibly these were
 unique to al-Andalus. Religious prohibitions would have militated against both the production and
 the survival of such pieces.
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 Fig. 2. Les vceux du paon, New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, MS G.24, fol. 25v.
 (Photograph: Pierpont Morgan Library)

 with their viewer. The manuscript generates a dynamic synthesis of word and
 image inasmuch as the reader is urged to play or solve each chess problem with
 the guidance of the combined text and picture.

 Despite their evident link, there has been little scholarship assessing the text and
 illustrations of the Libro de ajedrez as a unified whole. Instead, the illustrations
 of the Libro de ajedrez have drawn the attention of historians, especially art his
 torians, while the written text has been thoroughly studied by historians of chess.
 Both elements, illustrations and text, are unusual on their own, yet both also draw
 on precedents from earlier and contemporary Muslim and Christian manuscript
 traditions from within Spain and elsewhere. Investigation of these precedents,

 whether in Arabic chess treatises or in other Alfonsine manuscripts, has generally
 served as the focus for previous studies of the Libro de ajedrez. There has been
 little attention given to discerning the relationship between the illustrations and
 their accompanying text.6 Nor have the images been analyzed in terms of their
 courtly setting, production, subject matter, and audience.

 The intention here is to reintegrate text and image in order to illuminate the
 meanings and intention of the manuscript within the context of Alfonso X's mul
 ticultural court. As well as demonstrating the intimate connection between the
 king, his court, and the game of chess, the manuscript reveals an array of other

 6 One exception here is work of the late international chess master Ricardo Calvo, whose insightful
 commentary begins to integrate the games with their illustrations (Libro de ajedrez, 2:125-235, hence
 forth cited as Calvo). Jens T. Wollesen has also pointed to the importance of looking at the text and
 illustrations together, in "Sub specie ludi... : Text and Images in Alfonso El Sabio's Libro de acedrex,
 dados e tablas," Zeitschrift f?r Kunstgeschichte 53 (1990), 277-308, at p. 307.
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 Chess in Castile 305
 courtly interests and references. Although the illustrations always show chess play
 ers, and the depiction of the board itself directly relates to the accompanying text,
 I propose that the images also engage in social commentary and satire and make
 allusions to contemporary literature, romance, music, sport, personalities at court,
 history, and humor. Wherever possible, I will ground these references within a
 medieval Castilian setting, but it is also helpful to consider comparative materials
 from elsewhere in Europe or the Islamic world that were likely to have been
 familiar in thirteenth-century Seville.

 By far the majority of the chess problems described in the Libro de ajedrez appear
 to have been taken directly from earlier Arabic treatises on the game. These include
 problems recorded by the famous chess master al-Suili (d. 946), as well as others
 described by the earlier masters al-'Adl! (ninth century), al-Razi (late ninth cen
 tury), and others.7 Evidently, Alfonso either had an abundant stock of Arabic chess
 treatises from which to copy these strategies or else had access to living chess

 masters (perhaps including himself) who were familiar with the play of numerous
 famous positions. Both sources of information were likely available in Seville, a
 city renowned both in Spain and elsewhere as a center for chess. One chess manu
 script by the Sevillian master Abui al-'Abbas b. Turayj (d. 1232) mentions a chess
 party at his house that was attended by a number of well-known players from
 both al-Andalus and abroad.8

 Despite this strong influence from Muslim chess tradition, there also appear to
 be Christian innovations in the end games described in the text of the Libro de
 ajedrez. In the thirteenth century, pieces moved in the same way in both Islamic
 and European versions of the game, but the style of play differed. Thus, while 88
 of the 103 chess problems described in the Libro de ajedrez are Muslim in style,
 the remaining 15 follow a more European form. The Muslim-style end games tend
 to feature a chase, in which one player's king is forced to move out of danger with
 every turn, preventing a shift from defensive to offensive, until the fleeing king is
 finally cornered and captured. In contrast, the European-style end games are more
 in the nature of a trap, in which one king is maneuvered into a position of check

 mate. This trap may not be evident or appear inevitable until the final moves of
 the game.9 There is no link between the religion of the players shown in the illus

 7 Calvo, p. 133. These three chess masters were already celebrated by Muslim authors during the
 second half of the tenth century. They are cited by al-Nad?m (The Fihrist ofal-Nadlm: A Tenth-Century
 Survey of Muslim Culture, ed. and trans. Bayard Dodge, Records of Civilization, Sources and Studies,
 83, 2 vols. [New York, 1970], 1:341) and by al-Mas'ud? (Les prairies d'or, trans. Barbier de Meynard
 and Pavet de Courteille, rev. Charles Pellat [Paris, 1962-], 1:68). For a broad discussion of chess in
 the medieval Islamic world, see Murray, History of Chess, pp. 169-351.

 8 Murray, History of Chess, p. 203. For a list of chess players associated with Muslim Seville, see
 F?lix M. Pareja Casa?as, Libro del ajedrez de sus problemas y sutilezas de autor ?rabe desconocido,
 Publicaciones de las Escuelas de Estudios ?rabes de Madrid y Granada A/3, 2 vols. (Madrid, 1935),
 2:lxxiii-lxxviii.

 9 Differences in European and Islamic styles of play exist throughout the game, but only the end
 games are relevant to this discussion. On the differences between Islamic and European styles of chess,
 consult relevant chapters in Murray's History of Chess or the notes relating to the Libro de ajedrez in
 Harry Golombek's Chess: A History (New York, 1976), pp. 61-63. On shifting rules see also Richard
 Eales, Chess: The History of a Game (New York, 1985), pp. 68-70. Certain medieval rules, including
 the movement of pieces that we now know as the bishop and the queen, had not yet assumed their

 modern form.
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 306 Chess in Castile
 trations and the strategy of the game described in the text. Thus, Muslims, Chris
 tians, and Jews are all shown playing games in both the Islamic and European
 style. Of all the problems in the Libro de ajedrez, only 20 are unique, with no
 known antecedent in other chess manuscripts.10 This group of unprecedented chess
 problems may record strategies devised at Alfonso's court, perhaps even by the
 king himself.

 If the problems were mainly derived from Arabic chess treatises but the illus
 trations were a new Alfonsine addition to this older genre, then one must ask the
 question: What brought the two together? Most importantly, one could cite Al
 fonso's interest both in translation and in the transfer of information from Arabic
 and Hebrew texts into Latin and Castilian and also his patronage of illuminated
 texts. The Libro de ajedrez has clear parallels with other illustrated books pro
 duced at Alfonso's court, not only the Cantigas de Santa Maria, completed in
 about 1275, but also illuminated manuscripts such as his Lapidario (1279); the
 several historical chronicles initiated during Alfonso's reign; and the charming
 animal sketches in the Libro de Calila e Digna, translated from Arabic into Cas
 tilian in 1251, while Alfonso was still a prince. On one level, therefore, the idea
 for illustrating a manual of chess may simply have come from the same enjoyment
 of linking text with pictures that we see in other Alfonsine manuscripts.

 It is also reasonable to look for contemporary northern European influences,
 especially French art and fashions, in the design of the Libro de ajedrez and other
 manuscripts in the Alfonsine corpus. Certainly, members of the Castilian elite were
 aware of artistic, literary, and stylistic trends popular at other European courts.
 In some cases, similarity of artistic ideas may be attributable to the exchange of
 illustrated manuscripts or decorative objects, such as ivories. Links have been
 suggested with other roughly contemporary images of chess players, including
 illuminations from the Codex Manesse, with its portrait of Margrave Otto of
 Brandenburg playing chess; pictures of chess, dice, and board games in the Car
 mina Burana (ca. 1230, Fig. 3); and the scenes of gaming in the twelfth-century
 mosaic floor of the Church of San Savino in Piacenza.1" Some of the costumes
 illustrated in the Libro de ajedrez likewise reflect elegant northern Gothic styles
 probably introduced into Castile by northern princesses such as Alfonso X's mother,
 Beatrice of Swabia, or his daughter-in-law, Blanche, the daughter of Louis IX.12

 It seems likely that the Libro de ajedrez also drew on Muslim traditions of
 manuscript illustration. Although the work of other European ateliers surely
 played a role in the aesthetic mentality that produced its illustrations, there is also

 10 Murray, History of Chess, p. 279.
 11 Codex Manesse: Die Miniaturen der Grossen Heidelberger Liederhandschrift, ed. Ingo F. Walther

 with Gisela Siebert (Frankfurt am Main, 1988), p. 13 (plate 6, fol. 13r); William L. Tronzo, "Moral
 Hieroglyphs: Chess and Dice at San Savino in Piacenza," Gesta 16/2 (1977), 15-26. On stylistic
 influences see the discussion by Ana Dom?nguez Rodr?guez in Libro de ajedrez, 2:29-123, at pp. 31
 40 (henceforth cited as Dom?nguez Rodr?guez). Jens Wollesen has noted possible links in style and
 imagery (though not chess) with Frederick IPs manual on the art of falconry, De arte venandi cum
 avibus, another thirteenth-century manuscript that combined the overlapping aesthetic sensibilities of
 a multicultural court ("Sub specie ludi," pp. 293-98 and 303-5). See also the discussion of chess
 images on fourteenth-century French ivories below, pp. 326-28.

 12 Garc?a Morencos, Libro de ajedrez, pp. 20-21.
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 Fig. 3. Carmina Burana, Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek,
 Clm 4660, fol. 92r.
 (Photograph: Bayerische Staatsbibliothek)
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 Fig. 4. .Haditb Bayad wa Riyad, Vatican City, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana,
 MS Vat. Arab. 368, fol. 31r.
 (Photograph: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana)
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 308 Chess in Castile
 another precedent, much closer to home. The early-thirteenth-century Andalusi
 manuscript IHadith Bayad wa Riyad (Vat. Arab. 368) is an unusual example of
 an illustrated romance in Arabic, telling the story of a lover, Bayad, and his be
 loved, a beautiful slave girl named Riyad.13 In one episode of the tale, Bayad waits
 for word from Riyad and whiles away the time by playing a game of chess (Fig.
 4).14 The illustration of this scene shows Bayad seated on one side of a chessboard,
 with arches suggesting a ceiling above him, and an elderly woman (the go-between
 bringing a message from Riyad) entering from the left and observing the game. In
 many respects, the image of Bayad playing chess is similar in design and style to
 the illustrations in the Libro de ajedrez, although the game depicted is imaginary,
 not playable.15 Especially noteworthy in the image is the fact that the chess pieces,
 including pawns, rooks, and knights (in the recognizable shape of a horse), are
 drawn in exactly the same way in both manuscripts.16 This unusual feature sug
 gests that the artists working on this manuscript and on the Libro de ajedrez drew
 on shared conventions of chess illustration. The connection becomes even more
 compelling when one considers the probable provenance of the Bayad and Riyad
 manuscript, which was most likely produced in Seville in the first three decades
 of the thirteenth century. Whether or not this particular manuscript was known
 at Alfonso's court, it is clear that artists in Seville (both Christians and Muslims)
 must have been familiar with similar pictures of people playing chess. As has
 already been noted, this city had long been famous as a center for chess. By the
 time of Alfonso X, therefore, it only remained to link the unillustrated genre of
 the Arabic chess treatise with illustrations of chess players in order to invent some
 thing entirely fresh in the Libro de ajedrez.
 Who were the scribes and artists that created the Libro de ajedrez? As with so

 many manuscripts, this is impossible to determine exactly, and there are few clues
 in the text. On the basis of the manuscript hand, layout, and other data, it is
 generally presumed that the Libro de ajedrez, like the more explicitly Christian

 13 Edition and study by Cynthia Robinson, Medieval Andalusian Courtly Culture in the Mediter
 ranean: Three Ladies and a Lover (New York, 2006). There is also an earlier edition by A. R. Nykl,

 Historia de los amores de Bay?d y Riy?d: Una chantefable oriental en estilo persa (Vat. Ar. 368) (New
 York, 1941).

 14 The topos of chess soothing "the anxious lover's care" was not uncommon in Arabic and Persian
 literature; see N. Bland, "On the Persian Game of Chess," Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 13
 (1850), 1-70, at p. 34.

 15 Dom?nguez Rodr?guez (p. 107) noted a possible relationship between the Libro de ajedrez and
 the Had?th Bay?d wa Riy?d, but this observation is rare among scholars working on the Alfonsine
 text. In contrast, scholars working on the Arabic manuscript have been much more accepting of its
 relationship with the Libro de ajedrez. See, for example, Ugo Monneret de Villard, "Un c?dice arabo
 spagnolo con miniature," La bibliofil?a 43 (1941), 219-22. Cynthia Robinson argues compellingly
 for a connection between the two manuscripts in Medieval Andalusian Courtly Culture, pp. 152-61;
 see also her articles "Preliminary Considerations of the Illustrations of Qissat Bay?d wa Riy?d (Vat.
 Ar. Ris. 368): Checkmate with Alfonso X?" in Al-Andalus und Europa: Zwischen Orient und Okzi
 dent, ed. Martina M?ller-Wiener et al. (Petersberg, 2004), pp. 285-96; and "The Lover, His Lady,
 Her Lady, and a Thirteenth-Century Celestina: A Recipe for Love Sickness from al-Andalus," in Islamic
 Art and Literature, ed. Oleg Grabar and Cynthia Robinson (Princeton, N.J., 2001), pp. 84-86.

 16 As far as I am aware, this picture of Bay?d playing chess represents the earliest figurai depiction
 of chess pieces in an Arabic manuscript. Normally, Arabic chess treatises write the names of pieces,
 rather than draw them, in appropriate squares on the diagram of the board.
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 Chess in Castile 309
 Cantigas de Santa Maria, was written by Christian scribes. Both manuscripts are
 written in a similar French Gothic hand, and both in the vernacular, although the
 former uses medieval Castilian while the latter employs Galician-Portuguese. This
 difference in language may have something to do with the production of the first
 text entirely in Seville and the other at least partially in northern cities where the
 king held court.17

 One of the first illustrations in the Libro de ajedrez, in the introductory section
 describing Alfonso's commissioning of the text, shows calligraphers working on
 the text (fol. lv). These men are evidently Christian in their costumes, hairstyles,
 and general appearance. In contrast, another picture in this same section, now
 describing the moves of particular pieces, shows Muslim artisans creating chess
 boards and carving figural chess pieces into the same shapes shown in play later
 in the manuscript-and in the picture of Bayad playing chess (fol. 3r). These
 craftsmen are involved in the creation of the physical game, generally, but not this
 particular manuscript. There are no pictures of artists illuminating the text of the
 Libro de ajedrez.

 There must have been at least two or three different artists, since the style of
 the pictures varies throughout the text, but we do not know whether these illu

 minators were Muslim or Christian.18 Traditionally, it has been assumed that they
 were Christian, like the calligraphers. However, the existence of the Arabic Bayad
 and Riyad manuscript, which was probably produced in Seville earlier in the same
 century, together with roughly contemporary and comparable examples of figural
 mudejar art elsewhere-such as the paintings on the artesonado ceiling at the
 cathedral in Teruel-brings this into question.19 Likewise, many small details in
 the images of the Libro de ajedrez, such as the inclusion of legible Arabic in a
 handful of pictures, suggest either a bilingual atelier or the presence of Muslim
 artists working on the project. Whichever was the case, the style of the Libro de
 ajedrez evidently drew upon cultural knowledge and artistic conventions from
 both Muslim and Christian traditions and combined these with an understanding
 of chess. The manuscript thus reflects a new and fundamentally Iberian aesthetic,
 melded from both cultures, that was emerging in Castile during the thirteenth

 17 Seville has also been proposed as the locus of production for the Cantigas de Santa Mar?a, but
 artists from Toledo and Galicia probably had a hand in its creation. Images of several northern cities,
 notably Segovia, appear in its illustrations. It is possible that King Alfonso brought this manuscript
 and its illuminators with him as he traveled between the principal cities of his realms. See Matilde
 L?pez Serrano, Cantigas de Santa Mar?a de Alfonso X el Sabio, Rey de Castilla, Colecci?n Selecta 7
 (Madrid, 1974; repr. 1987), p. 60.

 18 Jewish artists might also be possible, but there is no evidence for this. The portraits of Jews in the
 text, unlike images of Muslims, are generally unsympathetic and conform closely to Christian visual
 stereotypes. Nevertheless, Jewish illuminators were certainly known in the Iberian Peninsula in the
 thirteenth century. A Judeo-Portuguese text from 1262 discusses the preparation of pigments and
 gilding for manuscript illumination; see D. S. Blondheim, "An Old Portuguese Work on Manuscript
 Illumination," Jewish Quarterly Review, n.s., 19 (1928), 97-135.

 19 The artesonado ceiling at Teruel was created in the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century by
 mudejar artists. Its paintings depict a wide range of human figures, both fantastic and realistic, in
 cluding Muslims, Christians, and Jews. There are many details depicting costume, appearance, and
 items of daily use that recall similar elements in the Libro de ajedrez. These paintings are reproduced
 in Emilio Rabanaque Martin, El Artesonado de la Catedral de Teruel (Zaragoza, 1981).
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 310 Chess in Castile
 century. This observation will become important below in the discussion of the
 meaning of these illustrations.

 The written text of the chess book was completed before the illuminations were
 added to the manuscript, a common pattern compatible with the hypothesis of
 Christian calligraphers and a separate group of Christian and/or Muslim artists.20
 In many instances in the Libro de ajedrez, the frame of a picture is slightly too
 large for the space allotted and was painted over the top of the decorative initial
 of the text below. Generally, the pictures are placed at the top of a folio page,
 occupying about a third of the page, even though they illustrate the text on the
 previous folio(s). This can be slightly misleading, at least for a modern reader,
 since one is tempted to assume that the image refers to the text below, especially
 when its lower border is painted over the top of the large decorative initial un
 derneath. In three early images-for games 3 (fol. 7r), 11 (fol. 12v), and 15 (fol.
 15r)-the illumination breaks out of its rectangular border and occupies an ir
 regular L-shaped space on the page, and in one case-on the final folio (fol. 64r)
 the illustration is allowed an entire page with no surrounding text.21 The signifi
 cance of this final folio, its number corresponding to the number of squares on a
 chessboard and its placement marking the end of the section devoted to the dis
 cussion of chess, probably accounts for its unusual layout.22 The final page of each
 of the other sections of the manuscript is likewise indicated with a full-page illus
 tration.23
 Given the strictly formulaic layout of each picture, with a chessboard always

 as the central focus, it seems likely that the boards were plotted and sketched in
 first; then players, architecture, borders, and other details were added subse
 quently. This would account for the occasional clumsiness of spacing for figures
 and oversize borders. This would likewise mark a fluid transition from earlier
 chess manuals, in which the diagram of the board was included with problems
 described in the text, but without any figural illustration. All of the boards in the
 Libro de ajedrez are roughly similar in size, but slight differences indicate that
 they were laid out individually by hand, without the use of a template.

 The first sixty-nine chess problems in the Libro de ajedrez (spanning folios 5v
 to 45v) are organized according to the number of pieces on the board at the start
 of play, working in descending order from the most number of pieces in play (thirty

 20 The unfinished pages of the Florence copy of the Cantigas de Santa Mar?a (Biblioteca Nazionale
 Centrale, MS Banco Rari 20) demonstrate that the illuminations were added after the written text was
 complete.

 21 These images are reproduced below, Figs. 12, 6, and 13, respectively. One other image (fol. 62v)
 also lacks any border, but it is otherwise of similar size to most of the other illustrations. Like the
 picture on fol. 64r, it shows players in a tent.

 22 The symbolism of the sixty-fourth folio was noted by Ricardo Calvo in his commentary on the
 text (p. 135). Although the current numbering of the folios is written in a modern hand, it is not
 unlikely that the creators of the manuscript took the number of folios into account. The symbolism
 of the sixty-four chess squares was also discussed, ca. 1400, in Evrart de Conty's Le livre des eschez
 amoureux moralises, ed. Fran?oise Guichard-Tesson and Bruno Roy, Biblioth?que du Moyen Fran?ais
 2 (Montreal, 1993), pp. 607-10.

 23 Fols. 71v (dados), 80r (tablas), 82v (gran ajedrez), 96v (astronomical chess), and 97v (astronom
 ical board games).
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 Chess in Castile 311
 in the first game; fifteen on each side) to the fewest (six; three per side). Although
 all of these sixty-nine problems are in Islamic style, and only eighteen are not
 found in earlier Arabic treatises on chess, this principle of organization by number
 of pieces on the board appears to be an innovation in this manuscript. Starting at
 game 70, the strict system of organization breaks down, but this game and the
 two following also adhere to a Muslim style of play. After this, there is a striking
 break in sequence from folios 47r to 54v, since the next fifteen problems (games
 73 to 87) are the only ones in the text that demonstrate a European style of play.24
 As I will show below, this set of problems is accompanied by some of the most
 significant illustrations in the whole series. Starting with game 88, there is then a
 return to an Islamic style of play through the final game (103), but with no ap
 parent order or sequence to problems or illustrations. Many of these final prob
 lems are repeats of positions already described earlier in the text.
 Although the pictures in the Libro de ajedrez do not illustrate a narrative in the

 direct sense of those in the Cantigas de Santa Maria, there is nonetheless a rational
 relationship between text and images. Most notably, the intentionality of the im
 ages is evident in the fact that the chess pieces and their positions reflect those of
 the end game described in the text above. But there is also considerably more to
 be read in their details, not only in the gestures and gaze of the players, but also
 in the positioning of other figures and items in many pictures and in the outcome
 of play. All of this suggests that the artists illustrating the text were familiar not
 only with the game of chess but also with the context and culture of court life.
 The recognition of this close association between gestures, glances, and games
 also draws attention to another critical point in analyzing the Libro de ajedrez:
 the importance of taking seriously, and connecting, its identity as both an illus
 trated manuscript and a chess manual. The two must be taken together as a
 planned and unified whole, because without a serious appreciation of the chess,
 and some familiarity with the game, the illustrations lose an important aspect of
 their meaning.

 Throughout the Libro de ajedrez, the artists' familiarity with chess is evident in
 the engagement of the players with the game. The illustrations do not simply show
 chessboards with static ornamental figures added later, but instead they present
 dynamic depictions of games under way. Players often point or glance at significant
 pieces, and they sometimes hold relevant pieces in their hands. Ricardo Calvo has
 observed the importance of these hand gestures in many of the chess illustrations,
 commenting that "an extended finger never appears unless it is signaling."25 Al
 though the rule is not quite that universal, Calvo's recognition of this seemingly
 obvious connection between image and text had gone unnoticed previously. It had
 been noted, however, that "the hands of the players are drawn in almost every
 instance with the fingers in certain positions, as if to ward off the evil eye and
 other magical influences, and to help the players win."26 Possibly, some of the

 24 Murray, History of Chess, pp. 569-73. Game 85 is partially European in style.
 25 Calvo, p. 131.
 26 J. B. Trend, "Alfonso el Sabio and the Game of Chess," Revue hispanique 81/1 (1933), 396-97.

 This idea was also suggested earlier by Michael Ross, "The Thirteenth-Century School of Manuscript
 Illumination at Seville under Alfonso the Wise" (master's thesis, New York University, 1931), p. 54.
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 Fig. 5. Libro de ajedrez, game 24, fol. 21v.

 hand gestures do double duty. For instance, some players extend their hands point
 ing with the index finger and little finger together, a gesture traditionally linked

 with averting evil, but when hands motion toward the chessboard, the direction
 of the gesture generally has specific relevance to the game in play. There are nu
 merous instances in which players or their companions point to pieces on the
 board, or sometimes to empty squares, and these almost invariably signify a piece
 or space that will be important in play.27 Often the piece in question will be the
 next to move, or it is the piece that will eventually capture the king. At other times,
 the important piece or space is indicated by the direction of a person's glance. In
 a few illustrations, players are also shown picking up or holding pieces that are
 about to move or that are about to be captured. The artist thus anticipates the
 text, depicting a moment slightly after the start of play. We see an example of all
 of these devices in game 24 (fol. 21v, Fig. 5), in which two men play with the
 assistance of two companions. Both companions point to the empty square on bl
 that the black rook shown on b2 will occupy in the first move. The white player,
 seated on the left, eyes the rook (as does his opponent) and anticipates its move

 27 Pointing, a universal gesture as much in the Middle Ages as today, is discussed in J. A. Burrow,
 Gestures and Looks in Medieval Narrative, Cambridge Studies in Medieval Literature 48 (Cambridge,
 Eng, 2002), pp. 59-60.
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 by picking up his king to move it out of check. His worried expression is justified
 since he will lose the game in eight moves. Here the artist has used the combination
 of eyes and hands to preview the first two moves described in the text as well as
 to suggest the game's outcome.
 Another frequent design element that may relate to the outcome of the game is

 the presence of a jug or bottle, often with a cup, either placed on the floor at the
 feet of a player or, in five images, offered by a servant to one of the participants.
 Ricardo Calvo has pointed to a strong correlation between the depiction of this
 jug and cup and the outcome of the game, citing eleven games in which the cup
 is placed beside, or offered to, the winner and only three that do not conform to
 this rule.28 Certainly, in all but one of the five pictures in which a servant presents
 a beverage, it is offered to the winning player (in games 6, 8, 11, and 14, but not
 in game 3). Because all of these five illustrations come early in the manuscript, the

 motif suggests an initial intention, on the part of one of the artists, to use the figure
 of the servant proffering a drink as a visual clue to show who will win the game.
 This design element on early folios may indicate a conceptually ambitious initial
 artistic program, which was not sustained later in the manuscript. In contrast, the
 mere presence of a bottle or jug on the floor (a design element that occurs through
 out the chess book) is less conclusive since a full tally of these images reveals
 exactly equal numbers of jugs placed beside winners and losers.29

 The systematic use of a symbolic visual vocabulary of personal identity is yet
 another indication of the intentionality of the illustrations in the book of chess.
 The artists chose to show not only a broad range of contemporary inhabitants of
 Alfonso's kingdom, carefully distinguished according to religion, gender, age, pro
 fession, and physical appearance, but also figures from history and exotic char
 acters from distant lands.30 The deliberate diversity of characters depicted in the
 Libro de ajedrez has been widely noticed, and it is open to various interpretations.
 On one level, the heterogeneity of players may draw on the common medieval
 theme of chess as an allegory for the whole range of mankind, also expressed, for
 example, in the thirteenth-century motto "mundus iste totus quoddam scaccarium
 est."'31 This interpretation of the illustrations in the chess book as simply "a cat

 28 Calvo, p. 131.
 29 Calvo missed jugs in seven images (for games 5, 10, 19, 25, 59, 85, and 89). Six of these are

 placed beside the losing player.
 30 In game 23 (fol. 20v) four Asian men, apparently Mongols, play chess; there is also a cluster of

 unidentifiable exotic types, dressed in outlandish costumes, in games 81-83 (fols. 51v-52v). On the
 image of Mongol players, see Benjamin Liu, "The Mongol in the Text," in Under the Influence: Ques
 tioning the Comparative in Medieval Castile, ed. Cynthia Robinson and Leyla Rouhi, The Medieval
 and Early Modern Iberian World 22 (Leiden, 2005), pp. 296-97.

 31 Wollesen, "Sub specie ludi," p. 306. Wollesen argues that exempla are "conspicuously expressed
 by the pictorial addition of very specific types of players flanking the chessboard. They represent the
 three religions, the human races, sexes, ages, giants, dwarfs, and professions, thus encompassing the

 whole range of mankind with special consideration of the particular situation of the kingdom of
 Alfonso el Sabio" (p. 292). The motto "mundus iste totus ..." is also discussed in Murray, History
 of Chess, pp. 530-34 and 559-61; and in Lynn Thorndike, " 'All the World's a Chess-Board,' " Spe
 culum 6 (1931), 461-65.
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 alogue of all the social classes in Spain" or "a catalogue of human types and their
 modes of dress" has certainly found supporters.32

 On the other hand, close analysis of the illustrations in the Libro de ajedrez
 reveals that its catalogue of humanity is not nearly so diverse as it initially appears.
 In fact, its range of characters is actually quite limited, and it in no sense depicts
 a cross-section of Castilian society. For example, no regular clergy appear among
 its pages, although there are depictions of other clerical types, nor are there many
 pictures of working people or urban professionals, nor any of rural people, farm
 ers, or the poor. Likewise, while there are plenty of images of Christian and Mus
 lim women, it is very difficult to identify pictures of Jewish women.33 Overall, in
 respect to diversity, the images in the Libro de ajedrez are notably more circum
 scribed than those in the Cantigas de Santa Maria, which conspicuously catalogue
 people from all walks of life: rich and poor; farmers and townspeople; monks,
 knights, and laborers. The Libro de ajedrez largely restricts its depictions to the
 sphere of the royal court, with its various members and support staff, and to the
 intellectual and literary parameters of a courtly imagination.
 Within the compass of this courtly worldview, the artists working on the Libro

 de ajedrez took considerable care to ensure that the audience would recognize the
 characters depicted in the illustrations. They consistently used formulaic details
 of costume, facial characteristics, hair and beards, skin color, and head wear to
 denote particular categories of people. Thus, among many examples, Muslim men
 tend to be dark and bearded, often with turbans; Jewish men wear a variety of
 hats, usually pointed, and often have pronounced noses; Christian girls are fair,
 with light hair, usually worn loose; Christian young men have short hair, evenly
 clipped just above the shoulder, and sometimes a moustache; Christian clerics are
 tonsured; and members of military orders display appropriate symbols on their
 clothing.34 Although the Knights of Calatrava (fol. 25r) and St. John (fol. 25v) are
 shown with crosses on their sleeves, in keeping with their actual costume, overt
 religious symbols are rarely depicted.35 Instead, the artists provide other symbolic

 32 See, for example, Gonzalo Men?ndez Pidal, La Espa?a del siglo XIII: Le?da en im?genes (Madrid,
 1986), p. 18.

 33 Analysis of Jewish women depicted in the illustrations of the Cantigas de Santa Mar?a shows them
 wearing dresses and head coverings that are identical to those worn by Christian women. Muslim
 women, in contrast, dress more distinctively.

 34 On clothing, see Men?ndez Pidal, La Espa?a del siglo XIII, pp. 51-104, 137-39, and 176.
 Muslim clothing in the Libro de ajedrez has been studied by Rachel Ari?, "Le costume des musulmans
 de Castille au XHIe si?cle d'apr?s les miniatures du Libro de ajedrez," M?langes de la Casa de Velazquez
 2 (1966), 59-67.

 35 There are three images of members of military orders (the Knights of Santiago, with a red sword
 on their sleeves, appear on fol. 27r), though the identities of these knights have been debated. Ricardo
 Calvo suggested that the knights depicted on fol. 25r may belong to the Order of Montesa (p. 192),
 but this seems improbable given that Montesa was an Aragonese order and was not founded until
 1317. Instead, the costumes of these figures (white robes with red crosses) indicate that they may be
 Templars or, more likely, Knights of Calatrava?a twelfth-century Castilian order related to the Tem
 plars. On depictions of Templar clothing, see Helen Nicholson, Love, War, and the Grail, History of

 Warfare 4 (Leiden, 2001), pp. 155-56. While the Templars were specifically prohibited from playing
 chess by their own rule (The Rule of the Templars, trans. J. M. Upton-Ward, Studies in the History of

 Medieval Religion 4 [Woodbridge, Eng., 1992], p. 90) and by Bernard of Clairvaux (De laude novae
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 clues to identity, including Arabic writing (appearing in books or embroidered on
 textiles) to denote Muslim characters, swords for military men, hennaed fingers
 for Muslim girls, translucent silk garments for concubines, and the royal insignia
 of lions and castles for members of the royal family.36 Regional origins are also
 denoted in modes of dress, as in a peculiar style of head scarf characteristically
 worn by women from Segovia.37 Many of these stereotypical details of physiog
 nomy, especially for depicting Jews, are also found in other contemporary artistic
 representations, both from Spain and elsewhere in Europe.38 The parallels with
 the Cantigas de Santa Maria are particularly striking and informative because the
 people in the Cantigas illustrations are almost always clearly identified in the text.

 As its title implies, the Libros de ajedrez, dados y tablas is made up of three
 sections, of which the first and most prominent is devoted to chess, the second to
 dice, and the third to a variety of board games (tablas).39 The book ends with a
 discussion of astrological versions of chess and other board games. This organi
 zation is not unprecedented since other roughly contemporary works, such as the
 thirteenth-century Italian chess treatise the Bonus Socius, likewise concentrate on
 chess followed by a description of other games.40 Despite its threefold title, how

 militiae, in S. Bernardi opera, ed. J. Leclercq, C. H. Talbot, and H. M. Roch?is, 3 [Rome, 1963], p.
 220), the Knights of Calatrava were only forbidden to play dice (Joseph F. O'Callaghan, "The Earliest
 'Difiniciones' of the Order of Calatrava, 1304-1383," Traditio 17 [1961], 271). The knights on fol.
 25v are dressed as Hospitallers, with white crosses on their left shoulder. Statutes for the Knights of
 St. John, dated 1263-68, forbade brothers from playing chess while in the infirmary (possibly with
 the assumption of a general prohibition for the healthy) and prohibited dice at all times (The Rule,
 Statutes and Customs of the Hospitallers, 1099-1310, ed. E. J. King [London, 1934], pp. 64 and 78).

 36 More debatable is the use of the six-pointed star, which adorns a number of the chessboards in
 the manuscript and sometimes appears on the bags for holding the chess pieces (these bags are often
 shown dangling from the frames of the pictures). In some images, the star seems to indicate that the
 characters are Jews, while in other images this is clearly not the case. The six-pointed star was also a
 characteristic element in Islamic design and was carried over into mudejar and Christian art in medieval
 and early-modern Spain. A wooden and ivory chessboard from sixteenth-century Spain, made by
 Christians though in Muslim style, is covered with six-pointed stars (Victoria and Albert Museum,
 7849-1861). A chessboard with a similar border of six-pointed stars is depicted in the illustration to
 game 6 (fol. 9r).

 37 Women wearing this fashion appear on folios 34v and 57v. This very unusual style, worn by both
 Christian and Jewish women, also appears in illustrations to four stories in the Cantigas de Santa
 Mar?a (18, 31, 107, and 282). Each of these stories is set in Segovia.

 38 See Vikki Hatton and Angus Mackay, "Anti-Semitism in the Cantigas de Santa Maria," Bulletin
 of Hispanic Studies 60 (1983), 194-95; also Ruth Mellinkoff, Outcasts: Signs of Otherness in North
 ern European Art of the Late Middle Ages, California Studies in the History of Art 32 (Berkeley, Calif,
 1993).

 39 The generic title tablas (or tables) could refer to over twenty different board games, sharing the
 common feature of flat circular playing pieces (tabulae). See H. J. R. Murray, "The Medieval Games
 of Tables," Medium aevum 10 (1941), 57-69. The illustrations and text in the section on tablas in
 the Libros de ajedrez generally suggest games similar to backgammon.

 40 Good Companion (Bonus Socius); XHIth Century Manuscript Collection of Chess Problems, ed.
 James F. Magee, Jr. (Florence, 1910). See also Murray, History of Chess, pp. 618-20. Discussions of
 different versions of chess (including "great chess," played on a much larger board, or variants played
 on a round board) and considerations of the links between chess and astrology were also characteristic
 of Arabic treatises on chess. See al-Mas'ud?, Les prairies d'or, 8:312-19; trans. The Meadows of Gold,
 1: The Abbasids, ed. and trans. Paul Lunde and Caroline Stone (London, 1989), pp. 396-98; Murray,

 History of Chess, pp. 341-44; and Bland, "Persian Game" (above, n. 14).
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 ever, both word and image throughout Alfonso's manuscript consistently empha
 size the superiority of chess and its distinction from all other games. Right at its
 start, the Libro de ajedrez describes chess as "the most noble" of games, noting
 that it "demands greater skill than the others."'41 The discussion of chess occupies
 the first two-thirds of the book, sixty-four folios out of the total ninety-seven,
 suggesting the game's paramount place in the minds of the manuscript's patron
 and creators. In terms of style and coherency, the whole manuscript appears to
 have been written and illustrated at the same time by the same group of callig
 raphers and artists. However, the section on chess differs from subsequent sections
 not only in its length but also in the content of its text and images. While the chess
 section discusses the strategies for specific chess problems, many copied from ear
 lier Arabic texts, the sections on dice and tablas simply explain the rules for various

 ways to play these games. The illustrations are likewise similar in their layout, but
 their subjects differ. Not only the games but the people playing them are different,
 as are their settings. While the images of chess players show a great diversity in
 terms of gender, age, race, and religion, the dice players are exclusively men and

 mainly Christian. The chess players are usually depicted in decorous pairs, sitting
 on embroidered cushions or chairs, often in rooms with exotic architectural de
 tails, but the dice players are shown in rowdy groups, gambling and drinking in
 taverns or in other simple indoor and outdoor spaces. A few hapless men even
 appear naked after losing all of their clothes on an unlucky dice throw.

 This visual evidence is in keeping with more general medieval European atti
 tudes, both in Castile and elsewhere, toward chess, dice, and other games. There

 were moral, social, and gender distinctions between games of chance, which were
 frowned on because of their associations with gambling, and games of skill, such
 as chess. In general, games of skill were considered much more suitable for elite
 players, both male and female, than games of chance, especially dice, which were
 seen as disreputable and potentially dangerous pastimes.42 Thus the early
 fourteenth-century Castilian translation of the De regimine principum by Giles of
 Rome (d. 1316) warned princes of the dangers of dice and tables but made no

 41 "[E]l acedrex es m?s noble e de mayor maestr?a que los otros" (fol. lv; Libro de ajedrez, 2:240).
 42 On attitudes toward dice and games of chance in thirteenth-century Castile, see Dwayne Carpen

 ter, "Fickle Fortune: Gambling in Medieval Spain," Studies in Philology 85 (1988), 267-78; and Eugen
 Wohlhaupter, "Zur Rechtsgeschichte des Spiels in Spanien," Gesammelte Aufs?tze zur Kulturge
 schichte Spaniens 3 (1931), 55-128. The depiction of chess as a contrast to dice is also common
 elsewhere in contemporary European literary and artistic tradition. It appears in the French thirteenth
 century Latin poem attributed to Ovid, De Vetula, which contains a long passage on chess and its
 superiority over dice and other games (The Pseudo-Ovidian De Vetula, ed. Dorothy M. Robathan
 [Amsterdam, 1968], pp. 4 and 71-74). The contrast is also evident in the Carmina Burana (Carmina
 Burana: Facsimile Reproduction of the Manuscript Clm 4660 and Clm 4660a, ed. Bernhard Bischoff,
 trans. Christine Eder, Ver?ffentlichungen mittelalterliche Musikhandschriften 9 [Brooklyn, 1967], fols.
 91r-92r) and in the mosaic pavement of the Church of San Savino in Piacenza (Tronzo, "Moral
 Hieroglyphs," pp. 17-21). Chess could also be played with dice in order to speed up play, but this
 less skillful version was generally spurned by aficionados of the game. However, with or without dice,

 Alfonso's contemporary Louis IX of France attempted unsuccessfully to ban chess playing in 1254
 because of its possible association with gambling (Jacques Le Goff, Saint Louis [Paris, 1996], pp. 216
 18).
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 mention of chess.43 Likewise, Alfonso X's massive law code, the Siete partidas,
 prohibited clerics from playing dice or board games, along with hunting and ath
 letic games, but it did not forbid chess." The Cantigas de Santa Mar'a also con
 tains a number of Marian miracle stories that involve games of dice. These games
 are always depicted in plebeian settings and are generally associated with gam
 bling, drunkenness, prostitution, and bad outcomes.45

 Chess, in contrast, was strongly identified with nobility, wisdom, and a well
 ordered society ruled by a king. The medieval pieces themselves-the kings, coun
 selors, knights, and pawns-mimicked the personnel of a royal court, and they
 easily accommodated allegorical interpretations.46 Although the Libro de ajedrez
 avoids explicit allegory, its introduction recounts a tale, taken from Arabic literary
 tradition, of a king in ancient India who asked three wise men to compare the
 virtues of wisdom (seso), chance (ventura), and prudence (cordura) as rules for
 life. In response, the sages returned with three games, each demonstrating the value
 of one of these principles. "He who argued for wisdom brought the game of chess,
 in order to show that he who had the greatest wisdom and had studied this game

 would be able to conquer all others," while the proponent of chance produced
 dice and the supporter of prudence brought forward board games as a happy
 medium between the opposite poles of seso and ventura.47 Clearly, chess was a
 suitable occupation for a ruler commonly known as Alfonso the Wise (el Sabio),
 and there are indications of his interest and intervention throughout the manu
 script.

 Although there is reason to believe that Alfonso saw chess as representative of
 an orderly world, ruled by wisdom, in which many different kinds of people could
 achieve parity through their intellectual prowess at this game, there is no evidence
 in the manuscript of theological overtones, allegorical intent, or explicit life lessons
 to be learned from chess. In that respect the Libro de ajedrez differs from the
 contemporary European tradition of treatises moralizing chess, such as Jacobus
 de Cessolis's popular Liber de moribus hominum et officiis nobilium super ludo
 scaccorum (written 1280-1320), which used chess as an allegory to describe the

 43 Glosa castellana al "Regimiento de principes" de Egidio Romano, ed. Juan Beneyto P?rez, 3 vols.
 (Madrid, 1947), 1:216-20.

 44 Partida 1.5.57, in Las Siete partidas de Rey D. Alfonso el Sabio (Valencia, 1767); trans. Samuel
 Parsons Scott, ed. Robert I. Burns, 5 vols. (Philadelphia, 2001), 1:76-77. However, chess was often
 frowned on for clergy elsewhere in Europe. Peter Dami?n famously condemned the game, as did others
 (Murray, History of Chess, pp. 408-15).

 45 There are depictions of dice games in the illustrations for Cantigas 6, 24, 38, 72, 76, 136, 140,
 and 154. Male dice players in Cantigas 38 and 76 have lost their clothes; players in 136 and 154
 commit blasphemous deeds after losing at dice. There are no images of chess in the Cantigas.

 46 In medieval chess, the counselor (firz?n in Arabic) held the place of the queen. The queen only
 appeared in the later Middle Ages, when it became a much more powerful piece than its predecessor.

 47 Fol. 2r. Similar accounts of the Indian origins of chess are also found in Arabic literature (Bland,
 "Persian Game," p. 29). This story differs from a more common tale about chess, also involving

 wisdom and often recounted in Arabic treatises, about placing one coin or grain of wheat on the first
 square, two on the second, four on the third, and so forth until an astonishing total is demonstrated
 on the sixty-fourth square. Other medieval European accounts commonly traced the origins of chess
 to ancient Greece, Troy, or Persia (Ann E. Moyer, The Philosophers' Game: Rithmomachia in Medieval
 and Renaissance Europe [Ann Arbor, Mich., 2001], p. 31).
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 ranks of humankind.48 It also differs from the somewhat later fashion for linking
 the game of chess with the game of love, exemplified in Evrart de Conty's Livre
 des eschez amoureux moralises (ca. 1400).49 In both of those traditions, chess
 serves only as a context for discussing other issues. The Libro de ajedrez is an
 entirely different kind of project. Alfonso's manuscript deeply entwines chess with
 themes of universalism, social status, romantic love, religious hierarchies, courtly
 life, and overt sexuality, but these connections are not the organizing principle
 behind its creation. Instead, they are a pleasurable embellishment to a solid tech
 nical foundation of chess.

 Chess, sometimes simply called "the royal game," was commonly associated with
 kingship in medieval thought, both in Europe and in the Muslim world. It was
 considered suitable for royal attention not only because of the metaphor and
 reality of the game's strategy, in which two sides battle until one king is captured,
 but also because of the perceived nobility and antiquity of its heritage. Thus the
 chapter of Alfonso's Siete partidas that lists the proper qualities of a king describes
 those activities considered suitable for providing "comfort [to a ruler] when op
 pressed with care and affliction. These are listening to songs and musical instru
 ments, and playing chess, board games, and similar games. We also include his
 tories, romances, and other books, which treat of those matters from which men
 derive joy and pleasure."50 This association between chess, music, and stories is
 expressed throughout the Libro de ajedrez, and I will return to it later.

 Chess was seen as part of a well-rounded noble education, for both boys and
 girls, and several illustrations in the Libro de ajedrez show adults instructing chil
 dren in the game. In game 15 (fol. 15r, Fig. 6) two kings are shown directing the
 play of boys, presumably their sons, and the companion illustration to the next
 game, 16 (fol. 16r), depicts two queens instructing girls in play.51 This is in keeping
 with the directives laid out in the Siete partidas that royal parents ought to be

 48 Murray, History of Chess, pp. 537-54; Eales, Chess, pp. 66-68.
 49 See above, n. 22. See also Murray, History of Chess, pp. 476-82, and Marilyn Yalom, Birth of

 the Chess Queen: A History (New York, 2004), pp. 139-47. In a somewhat later Castilian context,
 Barbara F. Weissberger has pointed to a link between Luis de Lucena's Repetici?n de amores (written
 before 1497) and the Arte de axedrez, which was bound with it; both were produced at the court of
 Isabel of Castile (Isabel Rules: Constructing Queenship, Wielding Power [Minneapolis, 2004], pp.
 148-61).

 50 "... e jugar axedrez, o tablas, o otros juegos semejantes destos" (Partida 2.5.21, trans. 2:297).
 Although Alfonso X was known for playing chess, as were his contemporary Edward I of England
 and his family, the game was not universally approved as a sport of kings. A twelfth-century anecdote
 in the life of Hugh of Lincoln tells of a count of Nevers, known for his gravitas et sapientia, who
 disapproved so strongly of chess that he rebuked the French king?probably Louis VII?for wasting
 his time with the game (Magna vita Sancti Hugonis, ed. and trans. Decima L. Douie and David Hugh
 Farmer, 2 vols. [Edinburgh, 1961; repr. Oxford, 1985], p. 56).

 51 The Libro de ajedrez also includes illustrations of nonroyal adults instructing children in chess.
 In game 45 (fol. 33r) mothers instruct daughters; in game 46 (fol. 33v) clerics instruct boys; in game
 93 (fol. 58r) women instruct girls. Ruth Mazo Karras and Nicholas Orme confirm that chess and
 hunting were standard elements of a solid male education (Karras, From Boys to Men: Formations of
 Masculinity in Late Medieval Europe [Philadelphia, 2003], pp. 30-31; Orme, From Childhood to
 Chivalry: The Education of the English Kings and Aristocracy, 1066-1530 [London, 1984], pp. 178
 80).
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 52 ". . . como sepan cabalgar, y ca?ar, y jugar toda manera de juegos" (Partida 2.7.10, trans. 2:306).
 This is in line with the thinking on proper activities for a king in Partida 2.5.21 (see n. 50 above).
 There is no similar mention of games in the section pertaining to the education of princesses, although
 their mothers ought to "teach them to be skillful in those duties which belong to noble young ladies"
 (Partida 2.7.11, trans. 2:307). Curiously, the game is not listed among the elements of princely edu
 cation in the Libro de los estados, written by Alfonso's nephew, Don Juan Manuel. However, Juan

 Manuel does note that along with learning music, singing, riding, hunting, hawking, and so forth, a
 prince should also be taught "other things that are too numerous to describe, but which everybody
 knows about" (Libro de los estados 82, in Juan Manuel, Obras completas, ed. Jos? Manuel Blecua,
 Biblioteca Rom?nica Hisp?nica 4/15, 2 vols. [Madrid, 1982], 1:365).
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 that Philip of Macedon sought out instructors for his son, Alexander, to teach him
 chess, tables, and hawking, as well as astronomy and other skills.53 On a slightly
 less exalted level, the late-twelfth-century Provencal poem Daurel et Beton de
 scribed the education of Beton, the young son of a Christian duke, who was raised
 at a Muslim court where he learned to ride and play chess by age six, to sing and
 make music at seven, to fence at nine, and to joust at twelve.54 The Arthurian hero
 Tristan was likewise taught chess, music, and hunting at a young age.55

 Iberian literary sources similarly indicate the importance of chess to a well
 rounded noble education, linking dexterity at riding and hunting with skill at
 board games. In the Castilian Libro del Cavallero Zifar (ca. 1300), for example,
 the king of Menton advises his sons in the proper qualities of a gentleman, noting
 that "you should be well versed in the use of the lance, jousting, hunting, playing
 board games and chess, and running and fighting."56 Later in the same text Prince
 Roboain is described as "the best trained young knight that any man ever knew....
 [H]e was a player of backgammon and chess and an expert hunter of birds."57
 Somewhat earlier, playing chess (scaccis ludere) was listed among the seven
 knightly skills (probitates) catalogued in the twelfth-century Disciplina clericalis
 of Petrus Alfonsi, along with riding, swimming, archery, boxing, hawking, and
 the writing of verses.58 Petrus Alfonsi attributes this list of aristocratic accomplish

 53 Chronique rim?e de Philippe Mouskes, ed. F. de Reiffenberg, 1 (Brussels, 1836), p. 117; The
 Medieval French Roman d'Alexandre, ed. Milan S. La Du, 1 (Princeton, N.J., 1937), p. 4. There is a
 translation of this passage in C. Stephen Jaeger, The Origins of Courtliness: Civilizing Trends and the
 Formation of Courtly Ideals, 939-1210 (Philadelphia, 1985), p. 220. See also the references in n. 1
 above.

 54 Arthur S. Kimmel, A Critical Edition of the Old Proven?al Epic Daurel et Beton, Studies in the
 Romance Languages and Literatures 108 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1971), pp. 174-75; Linda M. Paterson,
 The World of the Troubadours: Medieval Occitan Society, c. 1100-c. 1300 (Cambridge, Eng., 1993),
 p. 284. In the later twelfth century, Marie de France likewise told of a princess being instructed in
 chess (Eliduc, line 488; Les Lais de Marie de France, ed. Jean Rychner, Les Classiques Fran?ais du

 Moyen ?ge 93 [Paris, 1966], p. 170, and The Lais of Marie de France, trans. Robert Hanning and
 Joan Ferrante [New York, 1978], p. 209).

 55 Orme, From Childhood to Chivalry, p. 83.
 56 "E deuedes ser bien acostunbrados en alan?ar y en bohordar e en bofordar e en ca?ar e en jugar

 tablas e axadres, e en correr e luchar" (El libro del Cavallero Zifar, ed. Charles Phillip Wagner, Uni
 versity of Michigan Publications, Language and Literature, 5 [Ann Arbor, Mich., 1929], p. 290; trans.
 Charles L. Nelson, The Book of the Knight Zifar, Studies in Romance Languages 27 [Lexington, Ky.,
 1983], pp. 173-74). Earlier the text mentions that the princes of Menton were so well educated (by
 adoptive parents) that "they tilted well and were proficient at throwing the spear, and no one could
 do it better than they. No one could play a game of backgammon or chess, or hunt with falcons, better
 than they" ("ellos bofordauan muy bien y lan?auan, e ninguno non lo sabian mejor fazer que ellos,
 nin juego de tablas nin de axedres, nin de ca?er con aues," pp. 178-79, trans, p. 109). This romance
 was written by Ferr?n Mart?nez, archdeacon of Madrid and canon of Toledo, who served at the courts
 of both Alfonso X and Sancho IV

 57 "[C]a este era el mejor acostunbrado cauallero mancebo que orne en el mundo sopiese . . . jugador
 de tablas y de axadres, e muy buen ca?ador de toda aue mejor que otro orne" (El libro del Cavallero
 Zifar, p. 386; trans., p. 230).

 58 Petrus Alfonsi, Disciplina clericalis, ed. Alfons Hilka and Werner S?derhjelm, 1, Acta Societatis
 Scientiarum Fennicae 38/4 (Helsinki, 1911), p. 10; trans. P. R. Quarrie, The Disciplina clericalis of
 Petrus Alfonsi (London, 1977), p. 115. Petrus Alfonsi, a Jew from the Aragonese city of Huesca,
 converted to Christianity in 1106. It is likely that this treatise was originally written in Arabic before
 being translated into Latin.
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 ments to Aristotle, in a letter of advice to his pupil Alexander the Great.59 More
 likely, however, it derives from Arabic precedents, which likewise cite chess in
 connection with falconry, archery, and other sports characteristic of elite enter
 tainment.60

 The text of the Libro de ajedrez explains on the first folio that games such as
 chess, dice, and board games are accessible to anybody with the leisure to par
 ticipate. Because these games are played while sitting down, they have the explicit
 advantage that they can be enjoyed by a wider variety of people than the more
 athletic diversions on foot or horseback that were appropriate to a young noble
 man. They may be played "by women who do not ride and spend their time
 indoors, and also by men who are old and out of shape, or by those who prefer
 to enjoy themselves in private in order to avoid bother and annoyance, or by those
 who are in the power of others such as in prison or captivity, or those who are
 traveling by sea, or in general by anybody during bad weather that prevents them
 from riding or hunting or doing anything else, and forces them to stay indoors
 and seek other diversions in order to have fun and not be bored."'61

 Although the overt emphasis of this opening passage is on the broad applica
 bility of these games, its underlying assumptions presume an elite audience of those
 with leisure time. The illustrations to the chess book, also, are quite studied in
 their depiction of leisure. With the exception of two images, all of the chess games
 appear to take place indoors (games 101 and 103 take place outside, but under
 tents); players sit on low benches or pillows; they seem relaxed, often wearing
 informal clothes and sometimes in bare feet; many enjoy music or a drink while
 they play. With its depiction of players of all ages, the illustrations consistently

 59 Alfonsi may be citing the pseudo-Aristotelian Secret of Secrets, an Arabic text supposedly trans
 lated from Greek, but Steven J. Williams questions this (The Secret of Secrets: The Scholarly Career
 of a Pseudo-Aristotelian Text in the Latin Middle Ages [Ann Arbor, Mich, 2003], pp. 62-63). Cer
 tainly Alfonsi's list of knightly skills does not appear in the Arabic version of the text. However, the
 Secret of Secrets was translated into Latin in the early thirteenth century, and it soon became popular
 in Iberia. One Castilian translation (Poridat de las poridades) was made in the later thirteenth century,
 and another (Secreto de los secretos) in the later fourteenth century (Poridat de las poridades, ed. Lloyd
 A. Kasten [Madrid, 1957]; The Secreto de los secretos: A Castilian Version, ed. Philip B. Jones, Scripta
 Human?stica 117 [Potomac, Md., 1995]). Although the Poridat de las poridades mentions chess (p.
 42), it does not include it in a catalogue of knightly accomplishments.

 60 Al-Mas'ud? quoted an earlier historian's description of the " Abbasid caliph Harun al-Rash?d, who
 popularized athletic games, such as polo and archery, as well as being "the first among the Abbasid
 caliphs to play chess and backgammon" (Meadows of Gold, p. 389; see also Murray, History of Chess,
 pp. 195 and 202). Later, al-Ghaz?l? (d. 1111) acknowledged the royal affinity for games in his rec
 ommendation that kings not spend too much time at chess and other sports (Ann K. S. Lambton, State
 and Government in Medieval Islam: An Introduction to the Study of Islamic Political Theory. The
 Jurists, London Oriental Series 36 [Oxford, 1981], p. 120).

 61 "E como quiere que todos estos juegos son muy buenos cada unos en el tiempo e en el logar ?
 convienen, pero por que estos juegos que se fazen seyendo son cutianos, e se fazen tanbi?n de noche
 como de d?a, e por que las mugieres que non cavalgan e est?n encerradas han a usar desto, e otross?
 los omnes que son viejos e flacos, o los que han sabor de aver sus plazeres apartadamientre por que
 non reciban en ellos enojo nin pesar, o los que son en poder ageno ass? como en prisi?n o en cativerio
 o que van sobre mar; e comunalmientre todos aquellos que han fuerte tiempo, por que non pueden
 cavalgar nin ir a caca ni a otra parte, e han por fuer?a de fincar / en las casas e buscar algunas maneras
 de juegos con que hayan plazer e se conorten e non est?n bald?os" (fol. lr-v; Libro de ajedrez, 2:240).
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 emphasize the universal appeal of chess to both the old and the young. Yet there
 is also an implication, in the introduction, that the game holds special charms for
 those who are older and more sedentary. This sentiment presumably appealed to

 Alfonso, who was sixty-two when the manuscript was completed. One is reminded
 of the image in the twelfth-century Song of Roland of Charlemagne and his knights
 relaxing in Cordoba after its capture, with the older men playing chess as their
 more youthful companions joust.62 Likewise, the thirteenth-century French Prise
 de Defour portrays a mature Alexander the Great as preferring chess while his
 younger knights engage in combat.63

 The Libro de ajedrez does not merely depict a courtly culture of chess players;
 the manuscript was created to appeal to a similarly elite audience within the circle
 of Alfonso X's court. Thus, while looking at the manuscript, viewers were, to
 some extent, observing themselves and their own lives at the Castilian court. As
 well as portraying chess, many of the images were also invested with details that
 would have held further meaning for this thirteenth-century aristocratic audience.
 These details fall into three categories. First, there are a number of pictures that
 suggest references to courtly literature, including Arthurian romances, chansons
 de geste, and stories from Muslim tradition. Second, some images appear to be
 portraits of recognizable figures from history or of contemporary personalities at
 Alfonso's court. Thus, although there is never any narrative content in the text, it
 seems likely that many of the pictures allude to popular stories, characters, tropes,
 and events that would have been familiar to their audience. In most cases we can
 now only guess at these contemporary references, although some of the portraits
 (including those of King Alfonso, who is dressed in robes embroidered with castles
 and lions) are accompanied by clear symbolic markers. Most elusive of all are
 those portraits that may have been intended as jokes, satire, or caricatures of
 people associated with the court-a form of elite humor that was meaningful only
 in a particular time and place. Third, there is a link between the people shown
 playing particular games and the outcome of those games, especially games in
 which the winner is not the person one might expect based on data from other
 Alfonsine manuscripts. For example, there are games in which a Muslim wins
 over a Christian opponent or a woman wins over a man. The outcome of these
 games would certainly have held meaning for a medieval audience familiar with
 both chess and the Castilian court, but this last category is also of special interest
 for modern scholars. An analysis of the winners and losers portrayed in some of
 the illustrations in the Libro de ajedrez provides intriguing data for thirteenth
 century Castilian social history.

 Some of the illustrations in the Libro de ajedrez seem to illustrate stories, espe
 cially tales of romance and chess, that would presumably have been understood
 and savored by contemporary viewers. The links between chess and medieval
 literary romance were well established, and cross-references within the Libro de
 ajedrez would have been appreciated by a court and a king for whom "playing

 62 La chanson de Roland, ed. Joseph J. Duggan, 3 vols. (Turnhout, 2005), 1:115.
 63 Martin Gosman, "Alexander the Great as the Icon of Perfection," in The Medieval French Al

 exander, ed. Donald Maddox and Sara Sturm-Maddox (Albany, N.Y, 2002), p. 181.
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 chess" was listed together with listening to "histories, romances, and other books"
 among royal diversions in the Siete partidas.64 Courtly leisure was widely associ
 ated with chess and the enjoyment of stories, songs, and romances in late-medieval
 Europe. The poet Raimon Vidal, writing in the early thirteenth century, described
 the hall of a Catalan baron, where nobles and ladies played chess and tables and
 listened while a troubadour poet "sang many a canso. "65 In the Decameron, like

 wise, Boccaccio described courtiers and ladies who "whiled away their time in
 reading romances and playing chess" in a palace garden.66 'he association of chess
 and narrative also had a long tradition in Muslim culture, with the historian al

 Mas'iid1 (d. 956) reporting that chess "players have collections of anecdotes and
 amusing stories, which ... stimulate the player and serve to concentrate the
 mind."67 Not surprisingly, a number of images in the Libro de ajedrez show people
 holding books or listening to music while they play chess.

 Not only did chess players read and listen to stories, but popular tales incor
 porated games of chess.68 Fabled historical heroes such as Alexander, Achilles, and
 Charlemagne all supposedly played the game, as did fictional lovers and their
 ladies. Arabic and European vernacular literatures frequently introduced chess
 into romantic settings, usually either played by the hero in the course of attaining

 his beloved (as in the tale of Bayad and Riyad, or Flores and Blancaflor) or played
 between the two lovers (for example, Tristan and Iseult). In the latter situation,
 the equal footing of men and women as chess players made the game particularly
 serviceable as a plot device. In the European imagination, the context of a chess
 game even provided an opportunity for contact between a Christian man and a

 Muslim princess, as when the hero of the chanson Huon de Bordeaux (ca. 1230)
 is challenged by a Muslim emir to play chess with his daughter.69 Chess could
 provide an opportunity for a lover to spend time with a lady, and the game itself

 64 Partida 2.5.21, trans. 2:297.
 65 Paterson, World of the Troubadours, p. 102. A similar scene occurs in the Romance of the Rose,

 trans. Frances Horgan (Oxford, 1994), p. 155.
 66 "Chi a legger romanzi, chi a giucare a scacchi" (Boccaccio, Decameron 3, ed. Vittore Branca

 [Florence, 1976], p. 181; trans. G. H. McWilliam [Harmondsworth, Eng, 1972], p. 234).
 67 Al-Mas'ud?, Les prairies d'or, 8:315-19; trans. Meadows of Gold, pp. 396-98.
 68 On further connections between chess and medieval literature, see Jenny Adams, Power Play: The

 Literature and Politics of Chess in the Late Middle Ages (Philadelphia, 2006). Unfortunately, Adams's
 book did not appear in time to be consulted for this article. See also Pierre Jonin, "La partie d'?checs
 dans l'?pop?e m?di?vale," in M?langes de langue et de litt?rature du moyen ?ge et de la Renaissance
 offerts ? Jean Frappier, Publications Romanes et Fran?aises 112 (Geneva, 1970), pp. 483-97; Merritt
 R. Blakeslee, ^Lo dous jocx sotils: La partie d'?checs amoureuse dans la po?sie des troubadours,"
 Cahiers de civilisation m?di?vale 28 (1985), 213-22; and Jean-Louis Picherit, "Une partie d'?checs
 dans la Chanson de Lion de Bourges," Romance Notes 16 (1974-75), 692-94.

 69 Huon de Bordeaux, ed. Pierre Ruelle, Universit? Libre de Bruxelles, Travaux de la Facult? de
 Philosophie et Lettres, 20 (Brussels, 1960), pp. 308-10. There are no illustrations in the Libro de
 ajedrez that show a Christian man playing chess with a free Muslim woman, although the image of
 the noble morisca as an object of Christian romantic attention certainly found its way into the Castilian
 literary imagination (Louise Mirrer, Women, Jews, and Muslims in the Texts of Reconquest Castile
 [Ann Arbor, Mich, 1996], pp. 17-30).
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 Fig. 7. Libro de ajedrez, game 58, fol. 40r.

 became a literary metaphor for courting and seduction, while simultaneously (and
 not coincidentally) maintaining its identity as a conteSt. 70

 There are a number of the illustrations in the Libro de ajedrez that suggest a
 romantic or sexual narrative intertwined with the game of chess. We see this, for
 example, in game 58 (fol. 40r, Fig. 7), played by a Christian man and woman, in
 which the woman loses and is shown handing over a ring to her victorious male
 opponent. This picture seems to have an implied internal narrative of a game of
 chess between actual or potential lovers, the defeat of the woman, the surrender
 of her ring and-by extension-herself. This image may illustrate some familiar
 romantic tale, not unlike the story of Tristan and Iseult, who fell in love during a
 game of chess, played while they traveled from Ireland to Cornwall. There is a
 striking, though slightly later, historical parallel to this ring scene in the account
 of a chess game played in 1342 between Edward III of England and the countess
 of Salisbury for the stake of a ring.7 In that case the lady won the match, but only

 70 Discussion of the numerous links between medieval romance and chess may be found in Murray,
 History of Chess, pp. 428-42 and 736-55, and Yalom, Birth of the Chess Queen, pp. 123-47.

 71 This account appears both in the Chronique de Jean le Bel, ed. Jules Viard and Eug?ne D?prez,
 1, Soci?t? de l'Histoire de France, Publications en Octave, 317 (Paris, 1904), p. 291, and in Froissart,
 Chroniques, livre I: Le manuscrit d'Amiens, ed. George T. Diller, 2, Textes Litt?raires Fran?ais 415
 (Geneva, 1992), pp. 184-87. See also Michel Stanesco, Jeux d'errance du chevalier m?di?val: Aspects
 ludiques de la fonction guerri?re dans la litt?rature du moyen ?ge flamboyant, Brill's Studies in Intel
 lectual History 9 (Leiden, 1988), pp. 103-11.
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 because the king purposely played badly. While this is obviously not the scene
 illustrated in game 58, their similarities indicate that the setting of a chess game
 between a man and a woman, with a ring as the prize, was an established topos.

 The chess game between Tristan and Iseult was a scene beloved of medieval
 artists, as was the entire romance. This legend was undoubtedly popular at the
 court of Alfonso X since there are references to Tristan and other Arthurian heroes
 in the thirteenth-century cancioneiros attributed to Alfonso and texts of the tale
 of Tristan and Iseult (Yseo) are preserved in both Castilian and Galician
 Portuguese versions from the fourteenth century.72 One of the earliest surviving
 Castilian versions of the Cuento de Tristan de Leonis contains the scene in which
 "Tristan e la infanta jugauan a los esqueques."73 The Tristan legend was also
 known in Muslim Spain, and there appear to be illustrations of this tale-includ
 ing an image of a Christian man and woman playing chess in a garden, surrounded
 by birds and hunting scenes-in the fourteenth-century ceiling paintings of the
 Sala de Justicia in the Alhambra Palace in Granada.74 It seems plausible that such
 a popular tale, with its connection to chess, might be illustrated in the Libro de
 ajedrez.

 A chess scene reminiscent of the story of Tristan and Iseult appears in one of
 the earliest images in the text (game 4, fol. 8r, Fig. 8). Here a Christian man and
 a woman play chess (she loses, which is consistent with the tenor of this story),
 and they are accompanied by two companions, a woman bearing a dish of food,
 who stands on the left behind the woman, and a man, holding a hawk on his
 wrist, who stands to the right behind the male player. Perhaps these are the com
 panions Brangane and Gouvernal of the Arthurian story.75

 The picture bears strong similarities to other images of lovers playing chess in
 contemporary decorative art, particularly ivory mirror backs and marriage boxes.

 72 William J. Entwistle, The Arthurian Legend in the Literatures of the Spanish Peninsula (London,
 1925), pp. 14, 48, 52, and 102-29; Amelia Hutchinson, "Reading between the Lines: A Vision of the
 Arthurian World Reflected in Galician-Portuguese Poetry," in Arthurian Studies in Honour of P. J. C.
 Field, ed. Bonnie Wheeler, Arthurian Studies 57 (Woodbridge, Eng., 2004), pp. 126-28; Harvey L.
 Sharrer, "La materia de Breta?a en la poes?a gallego-portuguesa," Actas del I Congreso de la Asocia
 ci?n Hisp?nica de Literatura Medieval, ed. Vicente Beltr?n (Barcelona, 1988), pp. 561-69; J. L. Pen
 sado Tome, Fragmento de un "Livro de Tristan" galaico-portugu?s, Cuadernos de Estudios Gallegos,
 Anejo 14 (Santiago de Compostela, 1962), pp. 9-13.

 73 The word esqueques is evidently derived from French (in contrast to the Spanish ajedrez, which
 comes from Arabic shatranj), indicating a French origin to this text. See Text and Concordances of
 Vaticana MS 6428, Cuento de Tristan de Leonis, ed. Ivy A. Corfis (Madison, Wise, 1985), p. 40; also
 El Cuento de Tristan de Leonis, Edited from the Unique Manuscript Vatican 6428, ed. George Tyler
 Northup (Chicago, 1928), p. 111.

 74 Jerrilynn D. Dodds, "The Paintings in the Sala de Justicia of the Alhambra: Iconography and
 Iconology," Art Bulletin 61 (1979), fig. 2 on p. 187; Cynthia Robinson, "Arthur in the Alhambra?"
 unpublished lecture, Oxford University, May 26, 2004.

 75 Brajen and Gorvanao in Castilian. Both are described as present at the chess game in the Vatican
 manuscript of the Cuento de Tristan de Leonis. Although no love potion is shown, nor is the scene set
 in a boat, neither of those elements is universal in medieval illustrations of the chess scene. For example,
 neither appears in scenes of Tristan and Iseult at chess in Biblioth?que nationale de France, MS fr. 97,
 fol. 57v, or MS fr. 102, fol. 66r. In contrast, BnF, MS fr. 112, fol. 239r, shows both the boat and the
 love potion.
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 Fig 8 Libro de aedrez, game 4, fol! 8

 These scenes were quite common, mainly appearing on French and English ivories
 from the first half of the fourteenth century. Several of the couples depicted are
 apparently intended to represent Tristan and Iseult playing chess, and then meeting
 together under a tree, with hawks on their hands, while they are overlooked by
 King Mark (Figs. 9 and 1O).76

 The presence of hawks in many of these medieval images of lovers playing
 chess demands further attention. In game 4 of the Libro de ajedrez the artist has
 drawn special notice to the hawk by allowing it to overlap the frame of the
 picture. Another hawk, similarly held by a companion, appears in a scene of
 lovers playing chess in a tent on a French ivory mirror case, ca. 1300 (Fig. 1 1),
 and other contemporary ivories likewise show linked scenes of lovers playing

 76 Fig. 9 is French, dated 1340-50; Fig. 10 is English, dated fourteenth century. Both sequences show
 a head looking out of a tree above the two lovers. This seems to be King Mark, observing the garden
 tryst between his wife, Queen Iseult, and Tristan?note the crowned heads of both king and queen.
 A very similar garden scene, also identified as Tristan and Iseult overlooked by King Mark, appears
 on a fourteenth-century French embossed leather book cover (Namur, Mus?e des arts anciens du
 Namurois, inv. 29; reproduced in Baudouin van den Abeele, La fauconnerie dans les lettres fran?aises
 du Xlle au XlVe si?cle, Mediaevalia Lovaniensia 1/18 [Leuven, 1990], fig. 12). Other scenes of lovers
 and chess appear on French fourteenth-century ivory boxes in the Louvre (OA 7277, reproduced in
 Ivoires m?di?vaux, Ve-XVe si?cle, ed. Danielle Gaborit-Chopin [Paris, 2003], p. 416), in the Toledo

 Museum of Art (50.303, reproduced in Richard Randall, Jr., The Golden Age of Ivory: Gothic Carvings
 in North American Collections [New York, 1993], pp. 122-23), and in the Metropolitan Museum of
 Art (38.108, reproduced in Dennis and Wilkinson, Chess [above, n. 5], plate 4, p. xviii). See also
 Ivoires m?di?vaux, ed. Gaborit-Chopin, pp. 417-18.
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 Fig. 9. Ivory box panels, Paris, Musee du Louvre, OA 10958-60.
 (Photograph: Reunion des Musees Nationaux/Art Resource, N.Y.)

 Itt
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 Fig. 10. Ivory box panel, Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 64.1467.
 (Photograph: ?C 2007, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston)
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 Fig. 11. Ivory mirror back, Paris, Musee du Louvre, OA 117.
 (Photograph: Reunion des Musees Nationaux/Art Resource, N.Y.)

 chess, hawking on horseback, and holding birds on their hands.77 Hawks were
 also linked with Arthurian themes in the medieval Castilian imagination. Don
 Juan Manuel (d. 1348), a nephew of Alfonso X, mentioned that two falcons

 77 The Victoria and Albert Museum and the Cleveland Museum of Art have ivory mirror cases very
 similar to the one shown in Fig. 11 (V&A 803-1891; CMA 1940.1200, reproduced on the cover of
 the April 2003 issue of Speculum), both dated to the first half of the fourteenth century, showing lovers
 playing chess in a tent but without hawks or companions. Other examples are two fourteenth-century
 French ivories showing two-level scenes of lovers playing chess above and riding with hawks below.
 One is a mirror case (Perugia, Galleria Nazionale dell'Umbria, inv. 869/361, reproduced in Raymond
 Koechlin, Les ivoires gothiques fran?ais [Paris, 1924], plate clxxx), and the other is the cover to a
 writing tablet (private collection, reproduced in Randall, Golden Age of Ivory, p. 123). Another con
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 belonging to his family went by the names of Lancarote (Lancelot) and Galvan
 (Gawain).78
 As has been discussed earlier, hunting, hawking, and chess were all considered

 proper pursuits of the nobility, and they were associated with romance and sex
 uality. A tale in the Decameron, with some similarities to the story of Tristan and
 Iseult, tells of how a wife stayed home playing chess with a young male guest, and
 later invited him to her bed, while her husband went hawking.79 The sexual as
 sociation of games and hawking also appears in Chretien de Troyes's retelling of
 the story of Philomena, who was attractive to men not only because of her beauty
 but also because she played chess and understood falconry.80 Clearly, whether or
 not the picture for game 4 in the Libro de ajedrez was intended to illustrate a
 specific story, its imagery ties into a much broader artistic and literary tradition
 that would have been familiar to its thirteenth-century courtly audience.
 Another mysterious romantic scene is depicted on folio 12v (game 11), with its

 illustration of two young men who appear to be playing chess for the favor of a
 lady. This is one of the few pictures in the Libro de ajedrez to break out of rec
 tangular form and occupy a more dominant L-shaped space on the page (Fig. 12).
 Both of the young men are tonsured and wear clerical garb, but both also have
 large swords resting beside them. The lady, meanwhile, looks down on the players
 from a second-story window, and her glance, significantly, rests on the winner,
 sitting on the left. At the same time, he is brought refreshment by a page, who
 holds a jug and dish. As with the ring scene in game 58, the elements of this image
 invite the expectation of a narrative to explain the scene. Since this is not presented
 in the text, then it must be provided by the imagination (or by the shared cultural
 knowledge) of both artist and viewer. One is reminded of contemporary tales,
 such as in the romance of Flores and Blancaflor, in which the hero plays chess for
 three days with the guardian of the tower in which his beloved is imprisoned.8"

 temporary ivory panel in the Metropolitan Museum of Art shows the story of the Prodigal Son,
 depicting the young man hawking and playing chess with a prostitute (41.100.159, reproduced in C.
 Jean Campbell, The Game of Courting and the Art of the Commune of San Gimignano, 1290-1320
 [Princeton, N.J., 1997], p. 135).

 78 Galvan belonged to Don Enrique, Alfonso's brother (Juan Manuel, Libro de la caza, in Obras
 completas [above, n. 52], 1:556 and 558).

 79 Boccaccio, Decameron 7.7, ed. Branca, p. 476.
 80 Chr?tien de Troyes, Philomena: Conte racont? d'apr?s Ovide, ed. C. de Boer (Paris, 1909; repr.

 Geneva, 1974), p. 37. Birds other than hawks are also found intertwined with themes of sexuality,
 lovers, and chess. This is apparent in the Alhambra ceiling paintings (cited above, n. 74) and also in
 troubadour poetry. The twelfth-century poet Marcarbru, who probably spent time in Castile-Leon,
 composed a tale of a starling who acted as a go-between for two lovers, ending with the bird reporting
 to the lover that his lady will meet him in a garden where she will "checkmate and vanquish" him
 (Marcabru: A Critical Edition, ed. Simon Gaunt, Ruth Harvey, and Linda Paterson [Woodbridge, Eng,
 2000], p. 359); see also Ruth E. Harvey, The Troubadour Marcabru and Love, Westfield Publications
 in Medieval Studies 3 (London, 1989), pp. 7-11. On falcons in medieval allegory, see van den Abeele,
 La fauconnerie, pp. 221-47.

 81 Patricia E. Grieve, Floire and Blancheflor and the European Romance, Cambridge Studies in
 Medieval Literature 32 (Cambridge, Eng, 1997), pp. 30-35 and 67-69. Grieve argues that this ro
 mance, which would become better known in its French version, originated in Spain in the late thir
 teenth century, probably at the court of Alfonso's son, Sancho IV (1284-95). Versions of the tale of
 Flores and Blancaflor may well have circulated earlier. The story of Perceval, in the early-thirteenth
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 Fig. 12. Libro de awedrez, game 1s1, fol. 12v.

 This is unlikely to be the reference in game 1g1, since the two clerical young men
 seem equals and rivals, nor is the lady obviously incarcerated, but the picture may
 draw on a similar story, now lost, that was familiar at Alfonso's court.

 Chess also contained stories in its very play. One famous Islamic strategy of
 play, which appears several times in the Libro de ajedrez, was known as the "Di
 laram sacrifice," based on a story in which a man staked his beloved, a girl named

 Dilaram, on the outcome of play in a chess game. When the game went badly,
 and the man seemed certain to lose his king (and his beloved) in the next move,

 century continuation of Chr?tien de Troyes's narrative, also has a scene in which the hero plays a
 magical game of chess while a lady watches from a window (The Continuations of the Old French
 Perceval of Chr?tien de Troyes, ed. William Roach, 4 [Philadelphia, 1971], pp. 42-55).
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 Dilaram called out to him, urging that he sacrifice both of his rooks instead of
 her. This daring line of play worked; he won the game and kept his beloved. It is
 noteworthy that in this story it is Dilaram-not her lover-who spotted the criti
 cal move, an aggressive and counterintuitive sacrifice that would gain a winning
 position. This story of Dilaram was well known in Muslim chess literature, and
 the strategy was described in Arabic chess treatises from as early as the ninth
 century. The strategy was evidently familiar in thirteenth-century Spain, and some
 version of the story may also have been known, although the name of Dilaram is
 not recorded in any medieval Iberian text. Nevertheless, the theme of a woman
 as the unwilling prize wagered in a game of chess is found in early-modern Spanish
 ballads, many of which have medieval roots.82 Perhaps an analogous narrative
 appears in the illustration to game 11, discussed above, showing the two young
 clerics and the lady at the window.

 The characteristic moves of the "Dilaram sacrifice" occur in four problems
 described in the Libro de ajedrez, but none of their illustrations depict the story.83
 However, there is one image (game 25, fol. 22r, Fig. 1) in which a similar story
 may appear. Here, two black Muslim players sit at the board, with servants around
 them. Their Muslim (and perhaps Berber) identity is denoted by their skin color,
 their costumes and turbans, and-should any doubts remain-a fragment of Ar
 abic embroidered on a pillow upon which one of the players rests his elbow.84 The
 man playing white, seated on the right, will win the game, but his eyes are looking,
 not at the board or his opponent, but at the young servant woman standing on
 the left of the picture. This girl wears a sheer silk garment that reveals her body
 beneath, and she is listening to an older woman, who faces away from the game
 and speaks to her.85 The young woman's eyes are focused on the chessboard, and
 she carries a bottle and a dish of food-though she offers these to neither player.86
 The nature of her clothing, the suggestive shape and positioning of the bottle in
 her hand, and the whisper from the older woman, all sexualize the scene. The
 direction of the girl's gaze and her worried expression are especially significant
 since they suggest her understanding of the game and personal involvement in its
 outcome. Perhaps, like Dilaram, she is about to intervene and direct her own fate.

 82 Edith Rogers, "Games of Muscle, Mind, and Chance in the 'Romancero,' " Hispania 55 (1972),
 423.

 83 Games 54 (fol. 38r), 57 (fol. 39v), 90 (fol. 56r), and 100 (fol. 62r). Common in Arabic chess
 treatises, this strategy also appears in other European works on chess, including the Bonus Socius
 (Good Companion, pp. 28-29).

 84 The Arabic appears to read "F?s," or Fes. This, together with the skin color of the players,
 indicates their intended identity as North Africans.

 85 This type of sheer robe, or jil?la, was a standard element of female Muslim dress, worn in the
 private setting of the home (see Men?ndez Pidal, La Espa?a del siglo XIII, pp. 95-96). In several
 images (notably here, fol. 22r, and on fol. 48r) the translucent nature of the women's garments evi
 dently has a titillating intent. There are also portraits of males, often clerics, dressed in a similar sheer
 garment, but this is always worn over other clothing (fols. 12v, 33v, and 40v). On the older woman,
 see Cynthia Robinson, " 'Going Between': The Had?tlo_ Bay?d wa Riy?d and the Contested Identity of
 the ^Ajouz in Thirteenth-Century Iberia," in Under the Influence (above, n. 30), pp. 223-24.

 86 This image is unique in showing a servant bringing a drink without offering it to either player.
 Presumably this is because the depiction of the bottle, given its shape, serves another function in the
 picture.
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 Certainly, as in the tale of Dilaram, there is an implied narrative linking sexual
 access to this young woman with the outcome of the game. The argument here
 does not rest on our modern ability to identify the particular stories of either

 Muslim or Christian origin that are illustrated in the Libro de ajedrez. Instead,
 the close links between chess, romance, and sexuality that existed in both tradi
 tions make it highly likely that the medieval audience for the book would have
 appreciated and understood the narrative intent of many of its pictures.

 As well as being a game associated with love and seduction, chess was, first and
 foremost, overtly a game of war, and the metaphor of battle and contest is found
 in both Muslim and Christian sources referring to chess.87 The strategies and dis
 cipline of the chessboard were considered useful training to the warrior, presum
 ably one reason why the game was routinely cited among the expected accom
 plishments of a young prince or nobleman. It is therefore no surprise to find
 military figures, including members of the Spanish military orders of Calatrava
 and Santiago, among the many different types of people depicted playing chess in
 the Libro de ajedrez. Yet the scenes are always those of leisure, not of the battle
 field. Men are not armored, although their swords and other weapons may be
 shown nearby to denote their identity.

 Two images at the very end of the section on chess (folios 62v and 64r) are
 distinguished by the fact that the figures are shown playing chess in tents. In both
 cases, these images lack the frame of a rectangular border or an interior architec
 tural setting that characterizes almost all of the other illustrations. The players in
 the first game (101) are both Muslim; in the second (game 103, Fig. 13), a Chris
 tian man plays against a Muslim. This last illustration, on the final folio of the
 text, is particularly striking in that it occupies the whole page by itself. Here the
 setting is clearly military, since the Muslim is armed with a large sword, and spears
 stand ready behind him outside of the tent. Arabic inscriptions on the tent itself
 locate the scene in Muslim territory. The Christian, seated on the left, is unarmed.
 Both of these "tent pictures" in the Libro de ajedrez fit into a fairly common

 medieval genre in which a tent provides the setting for a game of chess, in either
 a courtly or a military context. Perhaps the earliest such scene is a twelfth-century
 painting on the wall of the Cappella Palatina in Palermo, depicting two turbaned
 Muslims playing chess in a tent. This image is visually reminiscent of the chess
 scene in the IHadith Baydd wa Riya-4, and a vase of flowers placed above the board
 indicates a peaceful setting.88 Several of the fourteenth-century ivories noted above
 likewise show people playing the game in tents, carefully depicting the draperies
 and central support poles. More warlike pictures of chess played in tents occur in
 a number of thirteenth- and fourteenth-century manuscripts from France and
 Spain illustrating tales of the crusades (especially the work of William of Tyre and
 its derivatives) or other scenes of knights and chess from history and literature
 (for example, Achilles enjoying a game in his tent, Lancelot sitting outside his tent

 87 Murray, History of Chess, pp. 207-19.
 88 Gianfelice Ferlito, "The First Painting of a Chess Game in Sicily," The Chess Collector 3/3 (No

 vember 1993), 24-25. It is not clear whether these two players are men or women. Dom?nguez Rodr?
 guez (p. 63) has suggested the latter.
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 Fig. 13. Libro de aiedrez, game 103, fol. 64r.

 preparing a magic chessboard to send to Guenevere, and an image of knights
 playing chess in the Libro del Caballero Zifar)A19

 All of these manuscript "tent pictures" illustrate stories, and the same may be
 true of the two similar illustrations in the Libro de ajedrez, especially the final
 image, on folio 64r (game 103, Fig. 13). This last illustration, like some of the
 romantic images discussed above, is sufficiently unusual on its own to suggest a

 89 Crusades: Chanson des crois?s de la premi?re croisade, Biblioth?que nationale de France, MS fr.
 12558, fol. 143v. William of Tyre: BnF, MS fr. 2824, fol. 94v; also Boulogne-sur-Mer, Biblioth?que

 municipale, MS 142, fol. 153v. It is tempting to speculate that if the illuminations planned for Alfonso
 X's Gran conquista de Ultramar (Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional, MS 1187) had been completed, they
 might have included a similar image. Achilles: Histoire ancienne jusqu'? C?sar, BnF, MS fr. 301, fol.
 11 lv. Lancelot: Le roman de Lancelot du Lac, New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, MS M806, fol.
 253. The scene from the Caballero Zifar appears in a fourteenth-century Castilian manuscript (BnF,
 MS esp. 36, fol. 19; a facsimile was edited by Francisco Rico [Barcelona, 1996]). There is also a
 fifteenth-century scene of Ulysses playing chess in a tent, from a French manuscript of Christine de
 Pizan's Epistre Othea (BnF, MS fr. 606, fol. 39).
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 narrative intent. As the final picture in this section of the text, its placement like
 wise requires attention to its significance. Ricardo Calvo proposed that this is a
 picture of a chess game between Alfonso VI of Castile and Ibn 'Ammar, a Muslim
 ambassador from the court of al-Mutamid of Seville, that took place ca. 1078.90
 The story of this game, which Alfonso VI lost, was recounted by the Almohad
 historian 'Abd al-Wahid al-Marrakushi, who lived in al-Andalus from 1208 to
 1217 and who completed his history in Morocco in 1224.91 Was the story familiar
 in Castile in the later thirteenth century? It is possible that a copy of al

 Marrakushl's manuscript was available at Alfonso X's court, or perhaps the tale
 was well known in Seville, where al-Marrdkush1 himself may have picked it up
 during his Andalusi sojourn. However, the encounter (which does not reflect well
 on Alfonso VI) cannot have been considered orthodox history from a Christian
 point of view since it was not repeated in Alfonso X's official narrative of the
 Castilian past, the Primera cronica general de Espana. Nevertheless, it may have
 made its way into the Libro de ajedrez. This possibility is intriguing, yet it seems
 open to question for several reasons. First, the young Christian man bears none
 of the Castilian and Leonese royal insignia that one would expect to accompany
 an intentional depiction of Alfonso X's eponymous ancestor. Nor is the tale a
 flattering depiction of Alfonso VI, although this would not necessarily rule out its
 use (the immensely popular contemporary story of the Cid, after all, also casts
 Alfonso VI in a very poor light). Third, the Christian is not armed, although he
 sits in the tent of a Muslim warrior (rather than an ambassador) who keeps his
 own sword and spears close at hand. Lastly, the outcome of the game seems prob
 lematic since the Muslim player wins. Although this victory is true to al

 Marraktushi's narrative, the portrayal of the defeat of a royal Castilian predecessor
 seems a somewhat odd choice to conclude a volume that celebrates the wisdom
 and courtly virtues of Alfonso X. Perhaps, instead, this illustrates some other story,
 such as that told later in the "Romance of Fajardo," a fifteenth-century Castilian
 ballad describing a chess match between a Christian lord, Fajardo, and a Muslim
 king, with the towns of Lorca and Almeria as the stake. The Muslim king won
 the match and gained Lorca.92 Equally, the image may depict a game played by a
 prisoner of war, one of those mentioned in the introduction to the Libro de ajedrez,
 who play chess because they are "en poder ageno assi como en prision o en ca
 tiverio" (fol. lr). The metaphor of capture was well suited to the rules of chess,
 while actual captivity and ransom were ongoing phenomena on the Iberian fron
 tier, although the Christian military victories of the thirteenth century began to
 usher in a more confident and proactive attitude by the end of Alfonso X's reign.93
 Thus the wise king could commission a manuscript that showed a Muslim warrior

 90 Calvo, p. 132. The date is provided by Murray, History of Chess, p. 203.
 91 c Abd al-W?hid al-Marr?kush?, The History of the Almohades, ed. Reinhart P. A. Dozy, 2nd ed.

 (Leiden, 1881; repr. Amsterdam, 1968), p. 83.
 92 Marcelino Men?ndez y Pelayo, Antolog?a de poetas l?ricos castellanos, 14 vols. (Madrid, 1890

 1916), 8:164-65.
 93 Several Iberian orders, notably the Trinitarians and the Mercedarians, were established in the

 thirteenth century to deal with the problem of captives and ransoming. See James William Brodman,
 Ransoming Captives in Crusader Spain: The Order of Merced on the Christian-Islamic Frontier (Phila
 delphia, 1986).
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 playing chess with a Christian prisoner-and winning-because this message was
 tempered by the fact that his own armies were ascendant on the real battlefields
 of the Reconquista.
 Whether or not the Libro de ajedrez concludes with a portrait of Alfonso VI,

 there are a number of other definite or possible portraits of contemporary and
 historical royal figures among its images. The most obvious among these are por
 traits of Alfonso X himself, who is shown in three pictures commissioning the
 three different sections of the manuscript-the libros on chess (fol. ir), dice (fol.
 65r), and board games (fol. 72r)-and at least once among the pictures of people
 playing chess.94 The image for game 73 (fol. 47v, Fig. 14) undoubtedly depicts
 Alfonso, based both on other portraits and on the insignia of lions and castles
 embroidered on his clothing and hat.95 The scene is dignified yet informal, in
 keeping with the description of chess and royal leisure in the Siete partidas. The
 king wears no crown, and he sits relaxed and cross-legged on a cushion on the
 floor. His opponent is a simply and modestly dressed Christian woman, most likely
 his wife, Violante.96 It is noteworthy that this scene of the king playing chess
 illustrates the first in the series of European-style problems in the middle of the

 manuscript (games 73-87), after the breakdown in organization according to the
 number of pieces in play. This is evidently a transitional point in the text, and the
 end games in this section may record problems devised-or games actually
 played-at Alfonso's court. The final image in this section (Fig. 15), illustrating
 game 87 (fol. 54v), also shows a chess match played between a king and a queen,
 this time decked out in crowns and royal regalia, though without any distinctive
 regional insignia. This picture has generally been assumed to be another portrait
 of Alfonso and Violante, although an alternative identification as Edward, Prince
 of Wales (later Edward I), playing with his fiancee, Alfonso's sister Eleanor, whom
 he married in 1252, has recently been suggested. Both Edward and Eleanor, like
 Alfonso, were known as devotees of chess.97 Nevertheless, the identification with
 Alfonso and Violante seems more compelling given the image's position as a book
 end to the section on European-style end games, concluding it with a formal de
 piction of the royal pair playing chess to balance the informal portrait that opened
 it. It should be added, also, that in both of these portraits it is the king (first playing

 94 Alfonso also appears in several images at the end of the book in the section devoted to games and
 astrology (Dom?nguez Rodr?guez, p. 58).

 95 The actual use of these distinctive insignia on Castilian royal clothing is confirmed by surviving
 textiles (Men?ndez Pidal, La Espa?a del siglo XIII, pp. 38-39).

 96 Alfonso's relations with his wife were strained in the late 1270s, a few years before the completion
 of the Libro de ajedrez manuscript in 1283. In January 1278 Violante left the court in protest over
 succession issues, but she returned in July 1279 (Joseph F. O'Callaghan, The Learned King: The Reign
 of Alfonso X of Castile [Philadelphia, 1993], pp. 244-46 and 248). As an alternative identification,
 Dom?nguez Rodr?guez (p. 56) suggests that this image may be "a late homage to the great love of his
 youth," Mayor Guillen de Guzman, Alfonso's mistress before his marriage to Violante in 1249.

 97 Ricardo Calvo and Mike Pennell suggested this identification on the basis of a drooping left eye,
 a condition from which Edward suffered and which may appear in this picture (The Chess Collector
 6/2 [April 1997], i, discussion of cover illustration). There are also other indications that Edward and
 his family enjoyed chess. Edward Fs wardrobe inventory included a large chest with a set of ivory
 chessmen. His second wife, Margaret of France, also played the game and owned a set of jasper and
 crystal chess pieces with a jasper chessboard (Vale, The Princely Court, pp. 172 and 175).
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 Fig. 16. Libro de a.edrez, game 74, fol. 48r.

 black, then white) who wins the game. Once again, we see a link between text
 and image.

 There is also another Castilian royal portrait, illustrating game 74 (fol. 48r, Fig.
 16). Although this is commonly said to be another picture of Alfonso, it may
 actually be intended to portray his son, Sancho.98 The prince would succeed his
 father, becoming Sancho IV in 1284, but the two men had a very troubled rela
 tionship, and Sancho was in open rebellion against Alfonso during much of the
 period in which the Libro de ajedrez was being created. The contrasts between
 this image illustrating game 74 and the demure, perhaps marital, scene that im

 mediately precedes it are striking. The later picture shows a young Castilian royal
 male, pointedly adorned with Castilian and Leonese insignia, overseeing a chess
 game played between two Muslim concubines. Either they play while he watches,
 or he is directing the moves. The two women are dressed in transparent silks, and
 they sit open-legged, facing the viewer, so that their bodies under the gossamer
 garments are fully revealed. To further sexualize the scene, the male figure, sitting
 to the left side of the picture, extends his left hand toward the board so that it
 appears to rest on the breast of the player sitting closer to him (who will win the
 game). The expression on his unshaven face is eager and intent, even louche. This

 98 The image of two kings teaching two princes to play chess (game 15, fol. 15r, Fig. 6) has also
 been identified as Alfonso and Sancho (H. Salvador Mart?nez, Alfonso X, el Sabio: Una biograf?a
 [Madrid, 2003], plate 62). It seems more likely, however, that the image of these two kings merely
 depicts generic royalty, a matched pair with the two queens teaching princesses in the next image
 (game 16), since the kings are not marked by any regional insignia.
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 portrait seems a caricature, almost comic in its sly and disrespectful details. It
 makes a completely different impression from the calm and dignified depictions
 of Alfonso and other royal figures in the Libro de ajedrez.
 What was the intended impact of this image? I propose that it was meant as a

 joke, to amuse a courtly audience familiar with chess, Prince Sancho, and youthful
 royal sexuality. The intention of humor and caricature is also apparent in other
 images in the manuscript and is often combined with a similarly bawdy sensibility.
 This is evident, for example, in the images of the unlucky dice players who have
 gambled away all their clothes, in the Libro de dados, and likewise in pictures
 such as the image for game 25 (Fig. 1), with its phallic bottle (possibly illustrating
 the tale of Dilaram). Among caricatures, there is also an image of a game played
 between two dwarves (game 98, fol. 61r), whose distinctive bodies and facial
 features suggest that they were well-known individuals, and perhaps figures of
 fun, at the court.99 As Benjamin Liu and others have pointed out, biting satire and
 sexual innuendo were common elements in elite humor in thirteenth-century Cas
 tile. Exactly this kind of mockery and caricature was a standard trope in the
 profane poetry associated with Alfonso's court, the Cantigas d'escarnho e de mal
 dizer.100 Just as these satirical elements appear in Alfonsine poetry, they can also
 be found in the Libro de ajedrez since both were intended for the appreciation
 and amusement of the same courtly audience.
 While some portraits may thus fall into the category of jokes or caricatures of

 familiar figures at court (though most of these contemporary allusions are now
 inaccessible to modern readers), there may also be other portraits designed to edify
 the audience or call attention to episodes in history. This may be the case in the
 final picture of the Muslim and Christian playing chess in a tent (fol. 74r) or in
 the illustration to game 18 (fol. 17v, Fig. 17), showing a seated Muslim royal
 figure, on the left, overseeing a game played between two Muslim men. In the
 latter scene all of the figures wear turbans and beards, but the royal figure is
 distinguished by holding a scepter in his left hand (his right hand points to the
 game), by his luxurious garment with a band of tiraz (the Arabic appears to read
 "Allah") embroidered on its sleeve, by the fact that he sits in an ornate chair, and,

 most notably, by the gilded halo-like circle around his head. The halo indicates
 not sanctity but the theocratic aura of a wondrous Eastern potentate-the two
 portraits of the Indian king in the introductory story about the invention of chess
 depict that ruler with a similar halo (fols. 2r, 2v).101 The imagery is appropriate
 for a picture of a caliph, and Ricardo Calvo has suggested that this is a portrait
 of the 'Abbasid caliph al-Mahd1 (d. 785), whose name is sometimes associated

 99 One of these men is of very striking appearance; he appears again in the illustration for game 80
 (fol. 51r).

 100 Benjamin Liu, Medieval Joke Poetry: The Cantigas d'escarnho e de mal dizer, Harvard Studies
 in Comparative Literature 50 (Cambridge, Mass, 2004); Jes?s Montoya Mart?nez, "Car?cter l?dico
 de la literatura medieval. (A prop?sito del 'jugar de palabra.' Partida segunda, t?t. IX, ley XXIX)," in
 Homenaje al Profesor Antonio Gallego Morell, ed. C. Argente del Castillo et al, 3 vols. (Granada,
 1989), 2:431-42.

 101 More contemporary Muslim rulers depicted in illustrations for the Cantigas de Santa Mar?a (such
 as the Mamluk sultan in Cantiga 165 or the Moorish king in Cantiga 169) are simply depicted with
 turbans. There is no suggestion of a halo.
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 i_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .

 Fig. 17. Libro de a_edrez, game 18, fol. 17v.

 with this particular chess problem in Arabic manuscripts. 102 But then why is the
 caliph, as in the portraits of Alfonso, not shown playing the game himself? Possibly
 he is, and directing the players through the gesture of his hand. Alternatively, the
 image may portray a later 'Abbasid caliph, al-Mutawakkil (d. 861), who was said
 to have overseen matches between the two greatest chess masters of his day, al
 'Adl-I and al-RAzi.'103 Certainly, the chess books of both al-'Adl! and al-Rdzi were
 known in medieval Castile, and many of their end-game strategies were repro
 duced in the Libro de ajedrez.

 A final category of portrait that occurs quite frequently in the manuscript depicts
 people in particular professions, instead of specific individuals. There are four
 scenes of people working in shops or ateliers, and several more of men and women
 whose professions are designated by their clothes or other signs of identity. At
 first, one might assume that these pictures of craftsmen and professional people
 playing chess were intended to reflect an allegorized interpretation of chess as a
 symbol for the diversity and divisions of humanity. Nevertheless, a second look
 makes it clear that these images do not reflect a broad vision of the world; instead
 they show the personnel of the court, particularly support staff for those courtly
 professions that were associated, like chess, with the diversions of the nobility.

 102 Calvo, p. 132.
 103 The tenth-century author al-Nad?m wrote of al-R?z?: "He was the equal of al-1 Adl? and they both

 used to play in the presence of al-Mutawakkil" (The Fihrist of al-Nad?m [above, n. 7], 1:341).
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 Fig. 18. Libro de ajedrez, game 40, fol. 30v.

 Thus, in game 9 (fol. li1v) some rather outlandish archers take part in a game; 104
 in game 40 (fol. 30v, Fig. 18) two falconers play chess while their birds perch on
 a rail above; in game 42 (fol. 31v) two musicians sit at the chessboard,. holding
 their instruments near to hand. Other courtly figures-courtiers, courtesans, con
 cubines, and servants-appear throughout the manuscript.'05 As well as the mu
 sicians in game 42, the appearance of musical instruments in three other illustra
 tions (two harps and an oud) reinforces the connection between music,. chess , and
 courtly leisure that was cited in the Siete partidas.106 Even the atelier scenes reflect
 elite concerns, possibly also falling into the category of jokes, with one picture of
 two doctors playing chess among their pharmaceuticals (fol. 31r) and another that
 appears to take place in a moneyer's establishment (fol. 23v). Thus, rather than
 depicting the varied classes of mankind, these professional portraits are in fact

 104 This image also falls into the category of exotic portraits, or perhaps historical characters.
 105 The richly dressed Christian courtesan, or barragana, is depicted quite differently (for example,

 fol. 32r) from the Muslim concubine in her translucent garments (fols. 18r and 48r).
 106 Games 6 (fol. 9r), 19 (fol. 18r), and 25 (fol. 22r); all come relatively early in the manuscript. See

 Partida 2.5.21, trans. 2:297. Evrart de Conty's Livre des eschez amoureux moralises devotes a lengthy
 section to discussion of the relationship between chess and music (pp. 135-208).
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 narrowly focused on a very limited selection of occupations of interest to the upper
 levels of society.

 One of the most curious aspects of the Libro de ajedrez is the unexpected outcome
 of some of the games. In most cases when the illustrations show matches played
 between people of different gender, religion, or ethnicity, the games are won by
 the socially dominant player (usually a Christian man). This standard pattern is
 in keeping with the hierarchy of contemporary Castilian society that we find in
 other Alfonsine texts, especially the Siete partidas and the Cantigas de Santa
 Maria. Nevertheless, in a handful of images in the Libro de ajedrez the game is
 won by the player of lower status. Thus, in game 86 (fol. 54r, Fig. 19) two young
 women, a Muslim and a Christian, play chess, and despite the fact that the end
 game is played in European style, the Muslim girl wins. In game 88 (fol. 55r, Fig.
 20) a black player (apparently a slave or servant) wins against a white Christian
 male opponent, possibly a cleric, who is evidently surprised by the outcome. In
 game 59 (fol. 40v, Fig. 21) an elderly Muslim man plays against a younger Muslim
 girl, presumably a wife or concubine, and she wins. Both players wear the same
 type of sheer garment, suggesting intimacy, leisure, and the secluded setting of a
 private home. Finally, in game 103 (fol. 64r, Fig. 13, discussed above) the Muslim
 warrior wins against the Christian while playing chess in his tent.

 It is hard to know what to make of these counterintuitive victories, especially
 since the sample is so small. Perhaps their outcome is simply accidental on the
 part of the artist, but this seems unlikely given the very clear general pattern
 throughout the manuscript equating social dominance with victory at chess and
 the overall intentionality of the artwork. More likely, these images comment on
 chess as a game of skill and suggest that the contest of chess was more evenly
 balanced than the playing fields of actual Castilian society or the military battle
 fields of the Reconquista. By far the majority of the pictures in the Libro de ajedrez
 show players who are evenly and equally matched in terms of gender, social status,
 religion, and profession-women playing against women, children against chil
 dren, Muslim against Muslim, cleric against cleric, falconer against falconer, and
 so forth. In these games there is no particular import to the outcome since the
 players appear identical, and presumably all may be equally skilled at chess.107
 However, the games that are played between uneven pairs allow for intentional
 social comment. Notably, in the two images portraying Christian kings (one of
 them certainly Alfonso), the king is the winner in each. Likewise, in the games
 where a young Muslim girl wins (games 86 and 59), the artists may recall the tales
 (though not the exact scenarios) of Dilaram or the Arab princess in Huon of
 Bordeaux, both of which recognize the skill of Muslim women at chess.

 Muslims had a reputation for expertise at chess, both in historical reality and
 in the thirteenth-century Christian imagination, and it is appropriate that they
 should appear so frequently in the images of the Libro de ajedrez. In a number of
 cases, Muslim players are shown consulting books in Arabic, one of which even

 107 It is possible that there are intended portraits or caricatures in some of these "matched" images,
 and thus some message in the outcome of particular pairings, but these meanings are now inaccessible
 to modern viewers.
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 Fig. 19. Libro de ajedrez, game 86, fol. 54r.
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 Fig. 21. Libro de ajedrez, game 59, fol. 40v.

 shows the diagram of a chessboard-an obvious acknowledgment of the Islamic
 origins of many of the problems described in Alfonso's collection.10i Nearly one
 quarter of the games overall are played by Muslims, usually with each other but
 occasionally with Christians, and in three of these cases (games 86, 88, and 103)
 the Muslim player wins.
 Although Jews were also noted chess players, and Jewish players appear quite

 frequently in the images of the Libro de ajedrez, there are no examples in which
 a Jewish player wins in a mixed pairing.'09 In game 22 (fol. 20r, Fig. 22), for
 example, a young Christian man plays against a somewhat older Jewish opponent,
 whose identity is signified by his pointed cap and exaggerated nose; the Christian
 player wins. Each player is accompanied by two companions, who stand behind
 and observe the match. The scene is notably similar in its costuming and config

 108 Arabie books appear in images on folios 14r, 41v, 45v, and 61v.
 109 The twelfth-century Spanish rabbi Abraham ibn Ezra wrote a Hebrew treatise on chess and also

 a poem about the game (D?lices royales, ou Le jeu des ?checs: Son histoire, ses r?gles et sa valeur
 morale, ed. and trans. L?on Hollaenderski [Paris, 1864]; the poem is translated in Murray, History of
 Chess, pp. 526-28). On Jews and chess, see Victor A. Keats, Chess in Jewish History and Hebrew
 Literature (Jerusalem, 1995). On Jews and medieval games of chance, see Gerd Mentgen, "Alltags
 geschichte und Geschichte der Juden: Die Juden und das Gl?cksspiel im Mittelalter," Historische Zeit
 schrift 27'4 (2002), 25-60.
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 Jews, is particularly striking. In the garden scene of d the BJe L~~~ a.
 Fig. 22. Libro de ajedrez, game 22, fol. 20r.

 uration of the players and companions to the final image in the Libro de dados
 (fol. 71v), a full-page illustration in which a Christian and a Jew play dice in a
 garden, each with three companions (Fig. 23). Comparison of the positioning of
 the companions' heads in these two images, and the parallel hand gestures of the
 Jews, is particularly striking. In the garden scene of dice, the Jewish player has
 just made a winning throw (a one and a three), and the Christian player makes
 an angry gesture toward the Jews, apparently in response to his loss. This final
 picture of dice also demands comparison with the final picture of chessrthe scene
 of a Christian and Muslim playing in a tent (fol. 64r, Fig. 13). Both are full-page
 images, without any border, and both show games played between Christians and
 non-Christians. In the first, the Muslim player wins at a game of skill; in the
 second, the Jewish player has won at a gambling game of chance. As so often in
 the Libro de ajedrez, there seems an implied meaning or narrative, but the modern
 viewer is left to ponder the elusive message of the manuscript.

 It is difficult to determine exactly how many Jews appear in the illustrations of
 the Libro de ajedrez in comparison to Muslims because there are a certain number
 of pictures of indeterminate characters (Jewish women, for example, are especially
 difficult to identify).11? But a rough count suggests that there are about twice as
 many games with images of Muslims playing chess together as there are of Jews
 playing the game with each other. This seems a fairly striking differential and

 110 Because of this difficulty, scholars differ in their religious identification of some characters por
 trayed in the Libro de ajedrez. For example, H. Salvador Mart?nez identifies the winner of game 86
 (discussed above, p. 341) as a young Jewish woman (La convivencia en la Espa?a del siglo XIII:
 Perspectivas alfons?es [Madrid, 2006], illustration 53b).
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 women, as with the two concubines providing entertainment for Prince Sancho in
 game 74 (Fig. 16). In contrast, there are no discernible images of unfree Jews,
 presumably a reflection of the fact that the enslavement of Jews was very uncom
 mon in comparison to the enslavement of Muslims in thirteenth-century Castile.

 The fact of slavery integrated Muslims within the context of intimate Christian
 life, both at the court and in noble households. Muslim slave women, especially,
 became visible to Christian eyes and to artistic representation in a way that would
 never have been the case for free women. Yet they appear openly in this manu
 script, just as they appear in the courtly illustrations of the Arabic romance of
 IHadith Bayad wa Riyadj (Riyad, the beloved, was herself a slave). The Libro de
 ajedrez fluidly incorporates an earlier Islamic heritage into a new Christian con
 text, both in its translation of the words of earlier Arabic chess treatises and in its
 artistic depiction of the ongoing reality of Muslim slavery. The presence of Muslim
 slaves, but not Jews, within the private spaces of elite Christian life is mirrored in
 the imbalance of images of Muslims and Jews in the Libro de ajedrez, just as the
 text reflects the Islamic heritage of the game itself. This complex dual relationship

 with Islam may help to explain how it can be that in two of the three images
 showing Muslims winning at chess against Christian opponents, the winner ap
 pears to be a Muslim slave (games 59 and 88). In the only case in which a free
 Muslim wins (game 103), it is the Christian who may be a captive.

 As the Libro de ajedrez makes clear, abilities at games of skill, preeminently
 chess, need not be coupled with social power. Thus, although chess was perceived
 as an elite and courtly occupation, its domestic and interior nature made it possible
 for anybody to win within the enclosed context of the court or home. These linked
 characteristics of universality and enclosure were stressed in the manuscript's
 opening description of chess. A free person could play with a slave, or a lover with
 a beloved, and either player might win. The victory was of import only to them
 selves. The same was not true for more public encounters, which were more char
 acteristic of Christian interaction with Jews. This may explain why Christians
 always win in the few images that depict chess matches between Christians and
 Jews.

 In contrast, dice and other games of chance, which were identified with gam
 bling and other vices, were always more public and less associated with elite so
 ciety. In both the Libro de dados and the Cantigas de Santa Maria, dice games
 take place in relatively open spaces (often a garden, plaza, or tavern), and ordinary
 people are shown playing and gambling. In a few examples, Christians throw dice
 with Jews, and the element of chance may allow a Jewish victory. Notably, Chris
 tians are never shown playing dice with Muslims in either manuscript. This may
 be because ordinary urban Christians-the kind of people depicted as dice play
 ers-would have had more daily interaction with Jews than with free Muslims,
 while the elite society of the Castilian court-the kind of people depicted as chess
 players-had more interaction with Muslim slaves than with free Jews. What we
 see, therefore, is a ludic and courtly version of Castilian convivencia in the Libro
 de ajedrez.

 The intimate aspect of the Libro de ajedrez, as a book intended for the special
 appreciation of an elite inner circle of the Castilian court, pervades and unites
 both image and text. Not only do most of its illustrations depict chess players in
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 interior and relaxed settings-often they are in bare feet, seated at ease on cush
 ions, wearing comfortable indoor clothing-but many of these figures would have
 been recognizable to viewers familiar with their cultural, aesthetic, and literary
 references and with the personnel of court life. At the same time, the technical
 details in the text demanded an individual reader's concentration, engagement,
 and understanding of chess.

 The Libro de ajedrez seems designed to draw its audience into a different re
 lationship with its text and images from that of other Alfonsine manuscripts. Here,

 with chess as the key and the court as the context, words and illustrations melded
 into a dynamic and interactive enterprise that drew equally on skill and knowledge
 of chess, acquaintance with literary culture and history, and familiarity with Al
 fonso's personal world. Rather than merely looking at a picture, readers of the
 Libro de ajedrez could become the picture-by playing the game that it illustrated.
 The impact and pleasure of the manuscript were thus active rather than vicarious.
 In this way, the king and his courtiers, as audience, could become part of the

 manuscript, through playing its games, while reciprocally, the people in the images
 also became members of Alfonso's court.

 Olivia Remie Constable is Professor of History at the University of Notre Dame, Notre
 Dame, IN 46556 (e-mail: Constable. 1 @nd.edu).
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